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ABSTRACT
THE REPRESENTATION OF AMERICAN ENGLISH DIALECTS
IN PRIME TIME NETWORK TELEVISION DRAMATIC PROGRAMS
MICHAEL JOHN WILLMORTH
LARRY GROSS

This research project develops a working hypothesis
about the role of the mass media in influencing dialect
distributions in large, complex societies.

It is proposed

that dramatic programs are a crucial component in this
process by imbuing particular dialects with particular
values in association with particular kinds of fictional
characters.

As audiences consume mass media drama they may

assimilate attitudes toward speech varieties that are
congruent with the portrayals of fictional characters who
speak them, with the potential that these attitudes may in
some way influence their own behavior.
A method is developed to analyze the television drama
message regarding dialects of American English and an
analysis of over 1100 characters from a sample of over 60
hours of prime'time network television dramatic programming
is undertaken to specify relationships between dialects
used by characters and other character traits.

It is found

that Northern "R-ful" varieties of American English are not
only grossly overrepresented by are also clearly marked as
relatively prestigious.
To estimate the extent to which this representational
bias has entered into attitudes toward dialects in
different dialect regions of the United States a small
Vi
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scale survey was devised in the form of a self-administered
evaluational response test using six speakers (three
male-female pairs providing North Midland, South Midland,
and Black accented speech) on tape as stimuli.

The test

was mailed to teachers at five regional universities and
was given to a total of 127 students.

Asked to rate the

speakers on several semantic differential scales in terms
of what kind of character would be most appropriate for
each speaker, some evidence for general agreement favoring
the North Midland accent in prestige valuing was gathered.
It is concluded that the television message bestows
prestige value on Northern "R-ful" varieties of American
English and is reflected in attitudes shared in different
dialect regions.

The significance of the pan-regional

influence of the mass media for sociolinguistic inquiry
into issues of language change and cultural hegemony is
indicated.
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CHAPTER 1
INTRODUCTION

The influence of communications technologies on the
patterns of social life in the communities in which they
have been established has become an important field of
communications research in recent years.

One effect

attributed by many to the influence of the broadcast mass
media is the levelling out of dialect differences within
multidialectal speech communities through the exclusive use
of a "consensus standard" dialect.
media —

The national broadcast

first radio, today primarily television —

have

often been viewed as the locus of a centrally defined and
regulated speech style which is heard from the mouths of
news readers and announcers from coast to coast.

While

there has been debate as to whether in fact the broadcast
media have any effect at all on the speech habits of the
general public, there has never been much question as to
the central role of the professional media "speakers" —
the news reader and announcer.

The present research

project explores not only the idea that the mass media have
an effect on speech habits in a mass society but that news
and commercials are not necessarily the only program types
that are involved, nor indeed that they are the most
important.
1
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I adopt here the position that whatever effect the
broadcast media may have on the language of a speech
community may be due not so much to direct imitation of the
TV "broadcast standard" speech style as heard on the news
and in commercials, but to the behavioral consequences of
attitudes that are reflected in (hence supported by and
perhaps even taught through) the differential portrayals of
characters who use differing speech styles.

Given this

perspective, the first task must be to explore and
establish the fact that there are patterns of association
between character portrayals and speech style before
proceeding to explore the putative relationship between the
continual transmission of TV messages incorporating a
limited set of speech style stereotypes and the attitudes
held by members of the American English speech community
towards speech varieties that are portrayed in dramatic
programming.
The basic questions addressed here are restatements of
several posed by Pear (1931:177) in his pioneering study of
speech style stereotypes in radio more than a half century
ago:

How far have the audio mass media set up stereotypes

of speech styles during this century?

How far have

audiences accepted such stereotypes as characterizing
various kinds of characters in the television "world"
(e.g. regionally, occupationally, ethnically)?
been action and reaction;

Have there

have the stereotypes accepted by

the producers and consumers of mass media entertainment in
their turn affected attitudes toward the speech styles

2
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which characterize certain kinds of people in the "real
world"?

Have these attitudes in turn affected actual

speech behavior?

The first two of these four questions are

investigated in the two parts of the proposed research,
with the intent to lay the groundwork for future
exploration of the third and fourth.

A Rationale for the Adopted Perspective
I suggest that a useful way to conceptualize the
influence of the mass media on the language of a
dialectally differentiated speech community is in terms of
the attitudes toward different speech varieties it
reflects, supports, or engenders in audience members, and
through them in the mass culture at large, rather than
strictly in terms of direct imitation by audiences of
speech styles they hear on the radio or TV.

As recent

sociolinguistic research has shown, maintenance and change
in speaking styles are played out mainly in local
circumstances subject to situational variables.

But it is

possible that mass mediated speech style images play a part
in influencing the behavior of individuals in everyday
interaction, both in terms of features they select for
their own use and in terms of evaluations they make of
others on the basis of speech styles that differ from their
own, which in turn may have some effect on subsequent
interaction.
I do not suggest that television should be considered
the primary influence on speech style attitude formation

3
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and maintenance, nor that all sectors of the speech
community are equally influenced by it.

However, as a

pan-regional distributor of a uniform set of repetitive
speech style images deployed in particular portrayals of
particular social types, it may play a subtle and pervasive
role in the maintenance of speech stereotypes and attitudes
on a mass cultural scale.

It may even generally shape the

direction of linguistic change by setting up a nationally
held speech variety standard towards or away from which
much of individual speakers' linguistic behavior can be
seen to converge or diverge in at least some kinds of
speaking situations.
This work takes as its impetus the generally held
feeling that there is such a thing as "General American
English" —

a regionless, neutral variety of American

English well suited to be considered a de facto language
standard —

in a country that has long resisted the idea of

a nationally recognized and regulated standard dialect
(Baron 1982), as the dialect used by the British
Broadcasting Corporation is considered in Great Britain.
One need only have a small amount of training in American
dialectology to realize that, far from being regionally
neutral, the "network standard" heard on television has a
very close affinity with the Inland North and North Midland
dialects of American English.

It differs as they do in

systematic ways from other American English dialects.
"Network Standard" presents an example of how one regional
dialect among many can be selected out and used in a

4
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variety of socially wide ranging contexts, including the
public school system as well as the broadcast media,
possibly acquiring the status of a standard among all
members of a society, not just among those who grew up in
regions that speak it natively.
The broad issue addressed by this research is:

What

are the societal consequences of adopting a particular
dialect to be used as a model variety, resulting in a
situation in which a linguistic disparity is set up between
those whose speech approximates the dialect natively and
those whose speech does not.

Often this linguistic

disparity can translate into social advantage and
disadvantage in virtually any context in which a speaker's
dialect matters.

The native speaker of the standard

dialect, for example, may be offered a job more readily
than someone from another dialect area (Blair and Connor
1978), and may encounter discrimination in other areas of
social life as well.

Clearly there are situations in which

the non-standard dialect has a positive effect on ongoing
interaction, such as showing solidarity with other speakers
of the dialect (Woolard 1985).

But this is available to

the native speaker of the standard-like dialect as well.
In the long run there may be certain advantages to growing
up in a region where the local dialect happened to be the
one that has been appropriated as the standard.
In the United States, the region associated with the
most commonly heard dialect on television is often referred
to as the "midwest," but the actual regional extent of this

5
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Inland North-North Midland dialect goes from the northern
midwest far to the west and considerably northeast (see
Map).

The principal "non-standard” areas include Eastern

New England, where people don't pronounce post-vocalic
/r/'s (as in "cah" for "car");

New York City, where in

addition to being "R-less" the dialect is often
characterized by dentalizing both voiced and voiceless "th"
sounds, thus pronouncing them almost like "d" and "t" (as
in "dis ting” for "this thing");

the South Midland area,

where words with long "i" sounds (phonemically /ai/) are
pronounced as a monophthongal [a] (so that "fine" sounds
nearly like "fan");

and the Coastal Southern area, which

is "R-less" in addition to using the [a] sound in /ai/
words.

Not strictly speaking "regional," but nevertheless

an important American English dialect, Black English
pronunciation has a close affinity to Coastal Southern.
All of these are de facto "non-standard" dialects
because they differ in salient ways from the pronunciation
patterns of Inland North and North Midland speakers.

The

historical factors that brought about this state of affairs
are not the focus of this study, but rather the role of the
broadcast media, specifically television, in exploiting and
perhaps promoting the prestige status of "R-ful" and
"Al-ful" dialects in systematic ways at a mass cultural
level, to the disadvantage of other dialects and their
speakers.

This may simply be accomplished (perhaps

inadvertantly) by continually exposing a pan-regional
audience to heavy doses of [r]'s and [ai]'s as an

6
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unavoidable side effect of television consumption.
The question being asked is whether this prestige
bestowing capacity of the broadcast media plays itself out
primarily in the context of news reading and announcing,
where it is the putative norm, or whether it might be
effectual in fictional programs as well.

In the currently

typical week of nationally broadcast programming between
the hours of 6 p.m. and 11 p.m.

(Eastern Standard Time,

includes "prime time") on the three major American
television networks (ABC, CBS, NBC), only 14.5 hours are
devoted to news type programming while 62 hours are taken
up by dramatic programs.

Though there may be some people

so selective in their viewing habits that they watch only
news programs, it nevertheless seems likely that the
typical, relatively non-selective viewer sees much more
fictional than news programming.

It is thus warranted to

pursue the idea that fictional programs may be at least as
important a locus of mass media influence on language
attitudes and use as is news.
A formulation of some plausible dynamics of the
influence of the mass media on the dialect diversity of a
large scale speech community like the United States is
presented in the next chapter.

In brief, these may operate

in the relations between prestige dialects and linguistic
insecurity to affect the use of stigmatized linguistic
variables (Labov 1966, -1972) and in the commercial
manipulation of prestige (Cassidy 1983) in mass media
dramatic programming (including some aspects of newscasts

7
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and commercials, as well as dramas).

Thus implicit, albeit

inadvertant meanings about standard speech in opposition to
nonstandard social and regional dialects may be inculcated
in viewers (and into mass culture at large) through the
routinized use of TV dramatic conventions of realism in
speech style portrayals which may promote certain
associations of speech styles with character types or
traits.

These associations may be incorporated into

generalized attitudes which in turn could influence
patterns of speech behavior which may ultimately lead to
the erosion of dialectal differences in the larger speech
community.

The Organization of the Presentation
The mass entertainment industry's use of conventions
for portraying character types with certain regional
varieties of American English in prime time television
programming is the focus of the first part of the study.

A

content analysis of one week's worth of television dramatic
programs broadcast nationwide on the three major commercial
networks provides the basis for the analysis of
associational patterns between speech variety and other
character traits.

The second part focuses on the attitudes

held by members of the American English speech community
towards these stereotypes as expressed in terms of
judgments about the appropriateness of certain American
English dialects for certain kinds of social types that
might be found in television fictional programming.

8
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A

small scale ("straw poll") evaluational response experiment
involving students from different dialect areas of the
United States as subjects is carried out.

Taken together,

the findings of these studies should provide a basis for
beginning to give answers to the reformulations of Pear's
questions.
Chapter 2 presents a fuller discussion of the study at
hand in relation to other relevant scholarship and
research.

Chapter 3 describes an investigation of the

speech varieties encountered in a one week sample of
nationally broadcast prime time programming and the
character types and traits that seem to be associated with
them.

In Chapter 4 the methods and findings of a

subjective evaluation experiment carried out at five
regional American universities are described.

And Chapter

5 discusses the results of this two pronged investigation
and summarizes the study.

9
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CHAPTER 2
SYNTHESIS OF A THEORETICAL FRAMEWORK

This chapter presents perspectives from a variety of
disciplines important to the development of the idea that
fictional speech representations in the mass media may have
an influence on the larger speech community.
terms are presented and discussed.

Important

At the conclusion of

this chapter, a description of how the present research
relates to research traditions from these disciplines.

Mass Media and Dialect Diversity
A dialect can be defined as "a variety of a language,
regional or social, set off (more or less sharply) from
other varieties by (more or less clear) features of
pronunciation, grammar, or vocabulary" (McDavid 1958:480),
or even more generally as "the speech of a group of people
smaller than the group who share a common language" (Brook
1963:18).

Factors relating to the establishment of social

and regional dialect distributions in the United States
have been summarized by McDavid (1958).

The principal

"ethnic or regional" factors involve (1) early settlement
history,

(2) population migrations,

(4) cultural centers,
(6) late immigrations.

(3) physical geography,

(5) social structure of the area, and
In addition, there are
10
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"sociological" factors such as (7) growth of industry,

(8)

growth of cities, and (9) the spread of education.
Although not mentioned by McDavid, Malmstrom and Ashley
(1963:34) include the mass media, and particularly TV, as a
component of education since they provide information to
viewers (and listeners) about the varieties of speech
styles used by members of the American English speech
community outside of a given locality.
The map at the end of the text shows the primary
regional dialect divisions of American English as they have
been ascertained by linguistic geography work carried on
from the early 1930's to the present day (Atwood 1963,
Carver 1987).

Since this map is a reflection of the

accumulation of data gathered for more than fifty years,
the present day situation may not be precisely indicated by
the division lines.

In considering the map it is important

to realize that the lines indicate areas of gradual
transition from one set of lexical and pronunciation
variants to another, not discrete, hermetically sealed
territories.

Thus the speech of two people in neighboring

dialect areas living relatively close to each other may be
more similar than that of two people living within the same
region but relatively far apart.

Despite the lack of

homogeneity within these broadly drawn dialect regions,
however, they are characterized by relatively distinct,
unique clusters of linguistic variants that lend themselves
naturally to these particular geographic groupings rather
than to others.

11
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Of all the influences on the linguistic patterns in
the American English speech community, the national
broadcast media have a unique nature.

During network

programming hours, they can disseminate simultaneously and
to as many locations as have TV reception the same speech
style images.

Thus they transcend regional and social

boundaries that circumscribe the individual effects of the
other factors mentioned by McDavid.

Because of this they

represent a potentially powerful force working in the
domain of mass culture.

To lay the groundwork for

discussing how the broadcast media may have an effect on
the language of the speech community it is useful to give
an account of the introduction of another mass
communication medium into the English speech community 500
years before radio.

The Effect of Printing on Dialect Diversity in England
Some historians of the English language have argued
that the introduction of printing technology and associated
practices into the systems of written communication in 15th
century England had a profound effect on the future
development of the language (e.g. Baugh and Cable 1978:199;
Russ 1982:12, 17?

but surprisingly not discussed by

Eisenstein 1979).

Prior to its introduction, the

variations in syntax, vocabulary, and pronunciation found
in the different English dialects were tolerated, indeed
virtually unavoidable in written communication, since the
spelling system in use was highly phonemic.

12
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Correspondences between linguistic sound units and visual
symbols were virtually one-to-one, so dialect differences
even down to the level of phonetic realizations of
particular sounds were reflected in the variant spellings
found in writing in the different dialect areas.

‘

Baugh and Cable (1978:189-191) describe the dialect
distributions in England for the period known as Middle
English (1150-1500).

These include East Midland between

the Humber and the Thames, Northern to the north, West
Midland to the west, Southern to the southwest, and Kentish
to the southeast.

London and its environs fell within the

East Midland dialect area.

By 1500, the English language

is considered to have developed into an early form of
Modern English, based to a great extent on the London (East
Midland) dialect.

The printing press is thought to have

been an important factor in the selection of this dialect,
especially due to the influence of standardized spelling
conventions and writing style, its wide dissemination
through the mass production of identical texts, and the
spread of literacy via the expansion of popular education.
This gave ever increasing public exposure to a uniform
written representation of the language based on one of
several contemporary dialects (Baugh and Cable
1978:199-200).
With the introduction of the printing press, pressures
toward standardization of writing were applied by the
printer-editors (Williams 1975:317).

Since the greater

part of the printing activity took place in and around the

13
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London area, the East Midland dialect, already becoming a
prestige dialect with the establishment of a permanent
royal residence in London and its national dominance in
commerce, became the de facto model for a printing
standard.

In addition, the two renowned English

universities, Oxford and Cambridge, were located in this
area, so the East Midlands dialect came to be associated
with higher learning and students from distant parts of the
country who came to study there were encouraged to discard
any provincial dialect features they brought with them.
Finally, many of the first major writers to be printed in
quantity used the East Midland dialect, subsequent authors
may have imitated their styles, and the printer-editors may
have followed their leads (Brandes and Brewer 1977:40-43;
Baugh and Cable 1978:191-196).
The broad influence of printing was felt through the
establishment of a relatively uniform standard with the
compliance of many writers from different dialect areas, so
that these conventions came to be generally accepted as a
style for written communication across the country.

Its

influence on speech throughout England, however, was
relatively small.

In England, the present day speaking

style called Received Pronunciation (RP) is generally
recognized as a national prestige standard and is
associated with the written standard.

Yet despite

centuries of the wide use of a standardized writing style,
dialect differentiation persists in Britain (Baugh and
Cable 1978:195) as it certainly does in the United States

14
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(Ulrich 1986:149-150), if not in all multiregional,
-ethnic, and -class societies (Ryan 1979).

Thus printing

may have helped set a standard for writing that is today
used worldwide in diverse speech communities, but people
everywhere have continued to speak their native dialects.
The introduction of the printing press and the spread
of literacy in Britain, however, did lessen dialect
differences to some extent at those levels of linguistic
structure that are most readily reflected in writing.
These include syntactical structures in sentences and
phrases, the choice of vocabulary items, and patterns of
morphological inflection.

One reason why this may be so is

that the writing system used in English speech communities
is adapted from the one used throughout Europe for the
writing of Latin in the medieval Church, slightly altered
to represent the different linguistic sounds of English.
Until printing, English spelling was phonemic to a marked
degree;

that is, it was originally based on the principle

that one visual symbol on a written page stood for one
linguistic sound in the stream of speech.

Indeed,

phonological differences in Old and Middle English dialects
are made known to us primarily through comparison of texts
which contain dialectal variants reflected in variant
spellings.

After the introduction of fixed standardized

spellings as a printing practice, however, individual
letters lost their strict correspondences to particular
sounds, presumably as writers of different dialects came to
associate their own speech sound patterns with the standard

15
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spelling conventions.

It appears that phonological

differences between the several dialects were accomodated
in the writing system by the abandonment of strict phonemic
correspondences of the alphabetic symbols.

Thus, the

spelling conventions we use today were fixed by and large
on the basis of late Middle English pronunciation by the
printer-editors in the late 15th century (Williams
1975:315-317).

The phonological flexibility of the English

writing system is even more clearly illustrated when one
considers that it is used worldwide and accomodates even
greater variation in pronunciation patterns that were
current in medieval England.

Speculation on the Effect of the Broadcast Media
For whatever reasons, the mass production and
distribution of standardized written English has failed to
bring about standardization in speaking styles where this
printed material is consumed.

But since the advent of

broadcast media in the 20th century, it has been noted that
these new mass media have contributed to a levelling of
dialect differences, especially in the lexicon where new
concepts and objects introduced into the culture are
presented pan-regionally with one label and established
ones are being renamed according to the generic terms
cidopted and advertised by mass market commercial
enterprises (Allen 1973:55).

Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.

Some observers, however, go on to assert that the
broadcast media contribute to this levelling effect by
providing a single model speech variety (including patterns
of pronunciation) as a "consensus standard" to the general
public, transmitted to all sectors of a complex
multidialectal speech community like the United States
(Muyskens, in Franklin 1929:315;
Millikan, in Pear 1931:1-2, 83;
and Ashley 1963:34;
1967:232, 234;

Cochran, in Pear 1931:33;
Zimmerman 1946;

Labov 1972:136;

Blunt 1967:ix;

Brandes and Brewer 1977:79;

Cable 1978:200-201;

Russ 1982:52).

Malmstrom
Pei

Baugh and

In the United States,

a homogeneous, socially and regionally neutral "network
English," or "General American English," heard in all
nationally broadcast programs is occasionally referred to
or presupposed (Hyde 1959:114;

Labov 1972:290, 317;

Brandes and Brewer 1977:81-82, 114), and is often
associated with the news broadcasting speech styles used by
the national radio and television networks, and usually
with the speech styles habitually spoken in the midwestern
parts of the United States (Herman and Herman 1947:297;
Cassidy 1982:206).

While these statements typically

concern dialect levelling within either the United States
or Britain, Pei suggests that this levelling is occurring
even between the two countries (1969:75).
Presumably, although never explicitly stated, the
dynamic of this homogenizing effect is one in which
listeners recognize the putatively uniform broadcast media
speech style as a prestige style and consequently will

17
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(consciously or unconsciously) emulate it and
(intentionally or by absorption) incorporate it into more
and more domains of speech activity in everyday
interaction.

Nevertheless, as already noted, even in a

relatively small country like England, where a network
standard speech style based on RP has been in place since
the early days of radio broadcasting, dialect differences
are still very pronounced and appear to have been affected
very little if at all by the use of one dialect as a
broadcast standard (Brandes and Brewer 1977:88).

Also,

despite the facts that broadcast audio media and the cinema
have been nominated by speakers as sources of information
about how to speak in certain situations (e.g. in Ferguson
1975) and that children have been observed imitating
televised speech styles in play (James and McCain
1982:791-792), many dialect researchers consider it highly
unlikely that individuals are directly influenced in their
production of speech by listening to the radio or watching
television (Labov 1967:74, 1972:180, 182;
1972:285;

Crystal 1975:89;

Dillard

Carver 1987:xxvi), perhaps

precisely because the network dialect's nondescript,
"bland" character does not inspire imitation (Cassidy
1982:206).

Nevertheless, Pear (1931:87) suggests that

diverse audience members may come to speak two varieties of
English —

one approximating the mass media "standard

English," the other being the local speech —

in a sort of

"bilingual fashion," a situation in which "standard
English" may serve as a pan-group lingua franca in certain
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kinds of speech situations.
Given the property of the English written standard
that it can accomodate dialectal differences at the levels
of phonology and paralanguage, and can therefore be used by
members of different dialects as a socially "neutral"1 or
"unmarked" means of communication as long as the
appropriate conventions are adhered to, it is not
surprising that those who believe in the concept of a
speech style standard think that it too can be neutral with
regard to any particular dialect.

However, given a

sufficiently broad conception of "dialect," any speech
style, by virtue of being spoken, is marked as a dialect of
some sort simply in the way that linguistic features are
used within it;

neutrality is something that is culturally

assigned to a particular dialect by a particular group, not
a natural feature of it.

In the case of "network

standard," it has been noted th&t it appears to approximate
actually occurring dialects of American English —
Northern and North Midland —

Inland

and so may be considered

socially neutral only by those who most closely approximate
it in their own local speech.

If in fact the "network

standard" is a stylization of a midwestern dialect, then it
may seem neutral only to midwesterners.

If the

multidialectal speech community at large accepts a
midwestern based speech style as a dramatic convention with
particular connotations as to character type, this is in
principle different a particular midwestern dialect being
taken by all members of the diverse groups in the American
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English speech community as a socially unmarked speech
style standard.

As Pear put it, "a voice, judged by one

social group to be 'free from accent,' may merely have the
most favoured accent of that group" (1931:59).
Assessing the statements and assumptions that have
been made about the influence of the broadcast media on the
language at large, questions can be raised at several
points.

First, it is unclear that in fact network speech

styles are homogeneous.

If network styles are not uniform,

what is the standard for listeners to emulate?

Second, it

has not been shown that they remain stable over time.

In

fact, listening to old radio newscasts would lead one to
conclude that broadcasting speech styles change as much as
do other components of mass media "style."

Third, and most

important, it is not clear that newscasts provide the only
speech styles in the mass media that audiences attend to or
may be influenced by.

Why should audiences choose

newspeople as role models for speech behavior when an
evening's worth of TV watching will demonstrate that a wide
variety of speech styles are available to them, albeit in
other program formats like drama and commercials (Malmstrom
and Ashley 1963:34;

Chapman 1984:20).

McDavid notes that

"a popular sports announcer like Dizzy Dean, whose
grammatical practices are completely uninhibited by
education, has often drawn the fire of irate schoolmarms
who observed that their charges were emulating Dizzy's
multiple negatives and non-standard verb-forms" (1958:535).
Given the continuing diversity of speech on TV and in the
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American English speech community, how might TV speech
styles be considered to have an influence on the language?

Literary Dialect Studies
There is a dearth of studies on speech representations
in audio(-visual) presentation forms in general, oral
storytelling and puppetry being two which have attracted
some little recent scholarly attention (Langdon 1970;
Hymes 1979;

Proschan 1981;

Gross 1983).

However, the

study of speech representations in literature has been a
staple of literary studies since the early 20th century in
America, when scholars began to notice the use of "literary
dialect" by American authors, who were beginning to use it
widely in novels featuring "folk" characters in the late
19th century.

"Literary dialect" labels the use of special

spelling conventions to mark the speech styles of
characters as nonstandard varieties (Ives 1950).

While

considered to reflect "sincere" attempts at linguistic
realism in reporting speech in written narratives, the use
of literary dialect can also serve to implicitly qualify
the role of a character as quaint, comical, and/or socially
inferior (Krapp 1925;

McDavid 1958;

Chapman 1984).

Literary dialect can thus be used selectively in
portrayals of nonstandard speech styles, conveying
authorial comment on the nature of characters' roles in
relation to each other and to the reader.

Chapman notes

that "pure and virtuous characters speak in an 'upper
class' way" (1984:22) and that "virtuous and romantic
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characters generally speak standard English and those with
some saving or heroic function have a modified version in
Dickens' writing" (1984:67).

"That Oliver Twist and Lizzie

Hexam should speak with equal purity while all who share
their environment use the deviations of a lower social
group cannot be entertained on any realistic basis"
(Chapman 1984:22).

These observations of the use of speech

portrayals to associate characters with particular social
or dramatic roles suggests a potentially powerful use of
speech stereotypes in the broadcast media.

Speech Representation in the Mass Media
Only a few previous studies have examined speech
representation in the broadcast media.

Indeed, this area

of research is as yet not well enough established to have
been included in either Geis'

(1986) or Harris'

(1988)

reviews of studies investigating language in the mass
media.

The first is Pear's (1931) pioneering study of

speech and personality which initiated a long series of
speech and personality studies which have continued nearly
uninterrupted to the present time.

A major part of Pear's

book is devoted to a study of audience attitudes toward
speech styles portrayed in BBC radio drama.

This study

focuses mainly on these attitudes (toward e.g. stage
Cockney) rather than on the linguistic makeup of the
stereotyped speech styles themselves.
Two more recent studies have focussed on children's
programming.

The first, conducted by Bloome and Ripich
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(1979) examined an unspecified number of commercials from
one Saturday morning's worth of children's programs.

They

investigated the portrayal of social interaction between
different character types and how this is designed to sell
products.

The second study, by McCorkle (1982), analyzed

five hours of children's Saturday morning programming in
terms of utterance types and observed relationships between
these and program and character variables.

Neither study

examined the dialect features of the characters.
Some early studies of programming for adults examined
isolated aspects of linguistic interaction, neither
directly analyzing dialect features.

Goldsen (1975) looked

at address form behavior, implicit in program titles, and
as explicitly manifested in interactions characteristic of
different program genres.

Johnson and Davis (1979) sampled

340 minutes from each of three program types portraying
family relations —

a documentary, two prime time series,

and two afternoon soap operas —

to examine the different

patterns of hesitation phenomena characteristic of each
type.

And Fine (1981) sampled five episodes each of four

afternoon soap operas to analyze 232 dyadic conversations
in terms of the sex of and relationships between
participants as well as the topic and conversational style
of each interaction.
Only three recent studies have focussed on dialect
features for analysis.

Fine et al. (1979) and Fine and

Anderson (1980) have investigated the nature of Black
English as it is portrayed in TV situation comedies.
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These

studies focused mainly on the syntactic and morphosyntactic
features rather than phonological ones, because these
comprise the most striking differences between Black
English and other American English dialects.

They report

that the Black English used in these programs deviates only
mildly from white American English constructions, which may
signify an assimilationist attitude on the part of the
production participants (especially the writers, directors,
and actors), or merely the desire to be understandable to a
"mainstream" audience.

In addition, the reports present

some patterns in the situational use of the more "deviant"
forms, including emotional arousal and comic clowning.
In the most recent study incorporating dialect
features, Ellis and Armstrong (1986) take a general
perspective of syntactically oriented (elaborated) and
pragmatically oriented (restricted) codes to analyze the
speech of white working and middle class characters
appearing in nine minute samples from five situation
comedies.

They find that use of nonstandard dialect forms

seems to be associated with maleness and working class
attributes of characters in such programs.
All of these studies have approached mass media
representations of language use from a perspective that
considers them as potential role models or at least as
examples of how certain kinds of people in the real world
speak.

They lack, however, a theory about how these

representations may affect viewers.

Still, they suggest

useful ways of approaching a comprehensive investigation of
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television speech styles in character portrayals and
provide an important empirical base and interesting
findings to compare with future work in this area.

Speech Portrayals in Mass Media Storytelling
The proposed research incorporates the spirit and much
of the methodology of the Cultural Indicators studies
carried out at the Annenberg School of Communications at
the University of Pennsylvania (Gerbner and Gross 1976;
Gerbner, et al. 1982).

One of the fundamental assumptions

of this continuing research project is that television
serves American society today as a centralized system of
public storytelling.

Within cultures (including mass

cultures), storytelling of various forms is a principle way
of making sense of the world for oneself and for others.
The stories told are often in the service of presenting
images of "the way it really is," while at the same time
they encode cultural ideologies about what is important in
the world and how things are valued with respect to each
other.

The dramatic format is an especially effective way

of entertaining and informing at the same time, and it
takes place in different formats in different cultures.
Public storytelling in any society is an important means
for defining one's group and one's place in that group, and
for indicating who's not in the group and why not.
Outside of raw experience, mass media storytelling is
a primary way to relate, learn about, and develop attitudes
to the world, its inhabitants, and their habits.
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Television demonstrates how society works by dramatizing
its norms and values and accomplishes this not only through
drama, but also through commercials and news.

In network

programming, as in other forms of storytelling, the
didactic and entertaining functions are intertwined and
impossible to untangle (Gronbeck 1983).
Television is unique among the mass media for several
reasons.

It transcends the boundary of literacy, and it is

typically used by the audience in a nonselective fashion.
It sends a repetitive system of messages to a heterogeneous
and regionally diverse mass public.

And because the

dominant convention of storytelling on television is
representational realism, viewers may take in fictional
messages as if they were reflections of reality, without
really being aware of it.

It is possible that some

components of a viewer's knowledge of the real world may be
derived wholly or in part from fictional representations.
The Cultural Indicators research takes two main forms.
The first, called "message analysis," subjects week long
samples of network television drama collected yearly to
content analysis, noting gross features of location,
action, and representation.

These analyses are typically

done without regard to genre since general features of
demography, action structure, and character fates are
similar across program types.

The second focus, called

"cultivation analysis," examines how light and heavy
viewers differ in their responses to survey questions
designed to elicit views of the world or values which are
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found to be implicit in the television presentation of the
world.

Over the years the research has found that heavy

viewers do differ systematically from light viewers in the
beliefs and values they indicate in these surveys.

The

tendency toward a common set of beliefs held by heavy
viewers across groups that otherwise differ demographically
or attitudinally is called "mainstreaming,11 and reflects
the core set of messages cultivated by television.
Many specific findings have been published by the
Cultural Indicators project, but the most pertinant one for
this study is by Morgan (1986).

Morgan investigated

whether television seems to have an effect in eroding
regional diversity, defined in his study as a reduction in
traditional regional differences in social and political
attitudes and perspectives.

He concludes that there is

some evidence that television contributes to homogenization
of regional differences but that regional and cultural
heterogeneity is likely to always be a part of American
society.

Nevertheless, television may contribute to

shaping the nature and scope of traditional differences.
Among these differences Morgan includes dialect diversity.
Basing their assumptions on social learning theory
(Bandura 1977), Ellis and Armstrong (1986:2) challenge the
widely held notion that "models of language have little or
no impact on attitudes toward language and the individuals
who use language in a particular way":
[People] of all ages formulate attitudes and
beliefs about the sociological reality of people
who use linguistic forms. It is clear that TV is
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a significant source of social learning where
viewers learn about others vicariously ....
[P]eople formulate large and integrated
attitudinal and behavioral patterns through
observation of behavior models. Any form of
language used repeatedly by characters on a
television show communicates how a culture
defines characters of that type, and becomes a
source of data about what attitudes are held with
respect to that character. This is true because
television is central to public culture and
influences public attitudes about language.
Thus social learning theory provides a framework within
which to understand how television might serve to promote
the development of certain kinds of attitudes in audience
members towards speech styles and varieties based on their
repeated association with certain kinds of characters.

Speech Style as Dramatic Code in Mass Media Productions
Speech style is an important component in the
resources of any audio storytelling medium, particularly as
an aid in defining character roles.

I use the term in its

most general sense, and it is equivalent to Hymes' term
"way of speaking" (1974).

Following Ervin-Tripp (1972),

speech styles are analyzable in terms of (1) co-occurrence
of features within a style and (2) alternation of features
as different styles are assumed by a speaker.

Linguistic

features that co-occur in a speech style have been given
several different names by various scholars, such as
"pointers," "indicators," and "markers" (Scherer and Giles
1979, Chapman 1984), since they serve the function not only
of indicating the other features with which they co-occur
(and the particular speech style as a whole) but also
"background information" about the character who makes use
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of them, such as social class and region of origin, and
perhaps dramatic functions (Propp 1968) as well.

Berger

and Bradac include dialects, indeed any coherent bundle of
linguistic features associated with a particular social
type, as "attributionally i"ich" linguistic variables that
aid individuals in making sense of who people are in
everyday interaction, and that learning how to make sense
of people on the basis of such information can take place
just as well by watching television as by actual
interaction with them (1982:41, 65-66).
In terms of the semiotic system of mass mediated
drama, co-occurrence and alternation are part of the
semiotic sub-system of portrayed speech behavior (Elam
1980).

Generally distinct from conveying the verbal

"content" of acts of speech, speaking style instead conveys
indexical information about the speaker.

In this study we

are concerned primarily with information about the
regional, social, and other characteristics of the speaker
that seem to be reflected in "stage dialects."

In

providing such information, speech style serves a function
also served by costume, props, make-up, and
gesture/movement, all distinct semiotic sub-systems that
help audience members "place" characters in a story into
particular roles.
The behavioral context within which these semiotic
texts are "read" is TV viewing in a variety of contexts.
Television watching habits have been ingrained by a
half-century of audience behavior during which audience and
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producer have (without being aware of it) negotiated a
conventional telecommunicative structure to which
performer, recorder, receiver, and spectator accede
(Birdwhistell 1970:150).

Within this global structure,

most storytelling in the United States broadcast media make
use of conventions of realism.

This is most evident in

news features which contain the behaviors of people assumed
to be taken from "naturally occurring" behavior in the real
world.

But they are also used in fictional dramas and

commercials in which it is considered important to make the
broadcast images of speech behavior seem as though they
could have been taken from "naturally occurring" behavior.
Realistic speech performance conventions in most
Western dramatic performance contexts, however, can be
analyzed into stylized behaviors markedly different from
naturally occurring speech (Quirk 1955:169;
1965:4, 7-9;

Elam 1980).

"Nobody speaks at all like the

characters in any novel, play or film.
intolerable if they did;

Abercrombie

Life would be

and novels, plays or films would

be intolerable if the characters spoke as people do in
life" (Abercrombie 1965:4).

Nevertheless, there is

sufficient affinity between them that scripted dialogue can
approximate naturally occurring speech closely enough to
aid the illusion of listening to someone talking
spontaneously.

These styles are explicitly designed for

use in particular media, each with its own contingencies of
production, distribution, and consumption, but in their
details depend to a great extent on genre traditions.
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Thus

stage, screen, radio, and TV all make use of conventions of
realism for portrayals of speech behavior, differing from
one another in sometimes subtle ways to accomodate their
own particular natures and traditions as storytelling
media.
Pei notes that "the relentless search for realism" by
the motion picture industry and the broadcasting media is
hampered in the depiction of speech by the requirement (in
most cases) that the intended audience be able to
understand the dialogue.

Thus, although "true realism

... would require Quo Vadis to be spoken in Latin, and
David and Bathsheba in Hebrew," such productions would
probably not be well received by the American consumer nor
within the abilities of most Hollywood film and TV
production teams.

Although undubbed and untitled foreign

language dialogue is occasionally used in some genre
productions, it is arranged within the larger context of
the storyline such that audience members can surmise what
is being said, even though they may not understand the
content of the speech.
A set of conventions have been established and are
available to production teams to deal with the more typical
cases where English must be spoken for audience
comprehension of important dialogue, in which metaphoric
juxtapositions of speech style (language) and role are
unavoidable, although not necessarily unwanted:

"In [The

Last Bridge] the Yugoslav partisans speak and sing their
own tongue, while the German forces of occupation are
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linguistically equated to American GI's and speak the
English in which most of the significant action is carried
on" (1967:313-314).

Even though dialect or accent

differences may not present the same barriers to
comprehension that the use of foreign languages do, their
use can also play upon metaphoric juxtaposition of speech
style with character role.
Such departures from "linguistic realism" are not
generally pointed out by audience members or media critics,
and it can be assumed that the question of linguistic
realism rarely arises as long as the appropriate
conventions are adhered to.

Nevertheless, local observers

have sporadically offered objections to clear violations
(from their point of view) of conventions of realism.
Myrick (1939) describes Southerners' consternation with the
principal actors' "British, Midwestern and Harlem accents"
in Gone With the Wind, and Perrin (1987) gives a New
Englander's criticism of Appalachian accents being used in
characterizations of Vermont backwoodsmen on the sitcom
Newhart.

These reactions suggest a continuing

dissatisfaction among the various "accented" regions of the
United States about the representation of their speech
varieties in the mass media, and that the "Hollywood"
conventions for representation don't reflect the sentiments
of many of those who reside and consume mass media products
in the "nonstandard dialect" regions of the country.
Probably one of the most influential conventions in
the mass entertainment industry, and one which cuts across
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not only the audio mass media but also affects the live
stage, is the use of "general American English" in cases
where no other marking is indicated by the script and where
neither the director nor the actor are inclined to
introduce any.

This convention is systematically taught to

would-be actors, announcers, and network journalists in
speech classes in school, through textbooks and
professional manuals (e.g. Herman and Herman 1947;
1949;

Greet 1948;

Hyde 1959;

Bender 1964;

Dolman

Blunt 1967,

1980), and presumably on the job during productions by
voice coaches and through more general interactions in the
daily routines of being employed as media professionals
through which socialization to the occupation is achieved.
The rationale behind this practice is that is it necessary
to present to the public a neutral, universally accepted
standard speech style which will be understandable and will
not call attention to itself.

It is against this neutral

speech style that other speech styles stand out and become
salient markers of a character's regional or social
background (e.g. a "Southern accent," which therefore
indicates an extraordinary kind of social character in
mainstream mass media storytelling).
For an actor, knowing how to speak in this
"non-regional" dialect stereotype is a necessary job skill
logically prior to learning regionally marked dialect
stereotypes, if only because it is the one that will be
used the most in an acting career (Dolman 1949:216).
claimed that audiences, too, have come to expect this
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It is

"nonregional" dialect in appropriate contexts, and actors
and directors recognize and cater to this expectation.

The

routinization of this convention in the mass entertainment
industry results in an institutionalized ideology about the
existence and social unmarkedness of "general American
English," as, for example, reflected in TV programming.
The question then arises as to whether the mass media are
reflecting a belief held on a mass cultural scale or
whether they are promoting one.

Consequences of Speech Style Use in the Mass Media
Ives (1950) addresses a parallel situation in his
theory of literary dialect.

Standard speech in the written

narrative (the local dialect standard that the author uses
as a "neutral" reference point) is reflected by standard
spellings, and nonstandard speech is indicated by deviant
spelling intended to suggest a particular local nonstandard
speaking style.

Ives notes that a reader from a locality

that has a different local standard than the author may
misinterpret the nonstandard speech portrayal since the
correspondences between sound and orthography are different
for author and reader:
H. L. Mencken, in Supplement II of The American
Language condemns Joel Chandler Harris for the
spelling BRER ["Brer Rabbit"], and he represents
what the Negro would say by the spelling BRUH-UH
or BRUH.
It is clear that Mencken's objection is
to the use of ER rather than UH as a
representation of the unstressed, indeterminate
vowel [9]. However, in the speech of Harris
(probably), and in that of most people in the old
plantation areas, unstressed syllables spelled
er , as in father, river, consider, and so on, are
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pronounced with final [9] rather than with an
[r]-like sound. The ER spelling, therefore, does
not suggest a constricted sound to a native of
the "r-less" areas. Harris actually meant thfe
same pronunciation by his spelling BRER that
Mencken meant by his spelling BRUH, namely [br3]
or perhaps [br/\]. (1950:153)
In acting, as in writing, the question arises as to
whether the standard speech style intended as the neutral
form by a producer is indeed taken as such by a consumer.
If speech style standards are local, what happens if the
mainstream standard is different from the local standard?
The general assumption is that the mainstream or
"consensus" standard will be taken as neutral by all
members of the speech community.
below, this is a debated point.

But, as will be discussed
Indeed, Mencken (1963:413)

discusses the debate over the use of RP by BBC announcers
fueled by regional objections to the use of a dialect that
is associated with a particular region and social standing.
It may happen that local reactions to the "consensus"
standard will be ones of linguistic insecurity toward their
own ways of speaking, defiance in defence of it, or
indifference, and will clearly not necessarily be the same
as reactions of listeners whose local dialect most closely
approximates the mainstream standard.
Against this "general American English" convention,
dialect geographers have shown that the United States has
been and continues to be divided up into dialect regions of
more or less distinct linguistic characteristics
(e.g. McDavid 1958, Allen and Underwood 1971, Williamson
and Burke 1971, Dillard 1980), and that even the
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geographical area most often associated with "General
American English," the "Midwest," can be further divided up
into smaller dialect regions .,n the basis of
differentiation by linguistic features (McDavid 1979:252).
The conception of a "neutral" dialect —
nowhere" (Feldman 1986) —

a "voice from

which indicates nothing about

the speaker's regional or social characteristics seems a
contradiction in terms, yet is maintained by popular
belief, very likely because posited for pedagogical
purposes by educators, who point to the mass media as the
homeland of this mythical dialect (Horn 1970:4).

It is

clear that the belief in a speaking style standard for
American English is supported by its assumed widespread use
in audio broadcast media.

Speech Styles and Attitudes Towards Them
Many language attitude studies have been carried out
in recent years which look at evaluational response
tendencies to speech styles associated with social groups
(e.g. those presented and reviewed in Giles and Powesland
1975, Giles 1977, Giles and St. Clair 1979, Giles and
Saint-Jacques 1979, Scherer and Giles 1979).

In a typical

study of this sort, a group of subjects whose social
characteristics and affiliations are known to the
experimenters are played a tape containing short samples of
speech from a variety of speech styles, usually locally
familiar to the subjects' own group.

Thus, for example,

the "accented" or dialect speech of neighboring ethnic
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groups may be included on the tape.

The subjects rate each

of the speakers on a variety of dimensions chosen by the
researcher (typically appropriateness for particular
occupations, degree of friendliness, income bracket, etc.).
These responses are then analyzed and broken down by
subjects' background characteristics to look for patterns.
The findings of these studies have shown marked agreement
among members within homogeneous groups and differences
between groups in evaluational response tendencies toward
particular speech styles, but they rarely address the issue
of why particular tendencies should be the way that they
are, nor how they are formed and maintained in society.
Two of the most relevant studies for the proposed
research are presented here.

Tucker and Lambert (1969)

were the first speech style attitude researchers to include
American "Network English" as an evaluational response
stimulus, among the several other dialects used in the
experiment.

The most striking finding is that both blacks

and whites from several regions of the United States rated
"Network Standard" the highest of any dialect on most of
the evaluation dimensions.

This suggests that there may be

a spoken "consensus" standard that carries prestige value
with it for most members of the American English speech
community regardless of native dialect.

While Tucker and

Lambert clearly recognize the importance of broadcast media
speech styles among the language varieties of the broader
speech community, they unfortunately do not specify what
type of speech "Network Standard" refers to in terms of
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linguistic features, nor what type of programming it is
supposed to be representative of.

It is therefore unclear

just what the consensus standard they claim to have
demonstrated is supposed to be.
The Tucker and Lambert study is often taken to
demonstrate not only that there is such a thing as a
consensus standard of speaking style in the United States,
but also that all speakers in the entire speech community
value this standard more than their own native speaking
styles, a state of affairs squarely in line with the notion
that most Americans suffer to a greater or lesser extent
from "linguistic insecurity" concerning their own ways of
speaking.

The second study discussed here specifically

addresses this issue.

Underwood (1974) randomly selected

participants in the Arkansas Language Survey to take part
in an evaluational response test in which locally standard
varieties of several American English dialects were
included as response stimuli.

Underwood found that

Arkansawyers rated their own speech the highest on most
scales, and rated others on a generally descending scale as
the dialect regions became more remote from Arkansas.
Thus, the more Southern dialects were rated higher than the
more Northern ones.

Underwood suggests that this

nearness-farness correlation with evaluational response
patterns will be the general finding no matter where in the
United States such an experiment might be carried out.
This seems to contradict Tucker and Lambert’s finding, but
unfortunately Underwood did not include any samples of
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broadcasting speaking styles in the stimulus tape,
preferring to use only samples of speech from
nonprofessional local dialect speakers collected in field
situations, thus rendering a direct comparison of the
findings of the two studies difficult on the issue of what
the "Network Standard" is and how it is valued by people in
different parts of the country.

The Present Study in Relation to Previous Work
The two main parts of the present research project
incorporate perspectives and methodologies from many of the
research traditions outlined above.

The first, a content

analysis of a week long sample of prime time television
programming on the three major American broadcasting
networks, integrates a knowledge of American English
dialectology with a content analysis of television
programming.

An attempt is made to describe gross patterns

of association between characters speaking particular
dialects of American English and other aspects of their
characterizations.

This is done to identify any

fundamental trends of dialect stereotying that exist in
American television not just within particular genres but
across all types of dramatic programming adhering to
representational realism that are available to television
viewers.
The second part of the analysis takes as its
forerunners the methods of testing subjective reactions to
different dialects that have been developed over the past
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twenty five years in social psychological approaches to
understanding language attitudes, as well as the theory
developed in the Cultural Indicators research that
television shapes viewers' conceptions of the world around
them, including the types of people that live in that world
with whom they may have little or no day to day
interaction.

The thrust of the second part of the analysis

is thus to investigate whether people in different parts of
the United States hold different conceptions of the kinds
of fictional characters who speak (or ought to speak) in
certain ways, and whether there appears to be any agreement
with nationally distributed patterns of presenting American
English dialects in dramatic contexts on television.
The content analysis of dialect types as they are
associated with other character traits in prime time
fictional programming is presented in Chapter 3.

Chapter 4

contains the description and results of a subjective
reaction test to three dialects of American English
administered to students at five universities situation in
different American English dialect regions.

Chapter 5

presents a summary and discussion of the results of this
research project.
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CHAPTER 3
DIALECT REPRESENTATION IN TELEVISION DRAMATIC PROGRAMS

This chapter describes the methodology and analysis of
a sample of prime time television programming in terms of
the distribution of demographic and dramatic features of
characters and their use of American English dialects.
Based on a phonetic analysis of their speech varieties,
characters are first assigned to dialect types.

Next,

analyses of association between dialect type and other
salient character traits are undertaken.

Associational

trends established through these analyses are taken to
reflect linguistic representation biases in American
television dramatic programming.

I. Methodology

The most recent coded sample of prime time television
programs was retrieved from the Cultural Indicators (Cl)
data archive at the Annenberg School of Communications.
This sample, collected during one week in the fall of 1985,
contained a total of 65 prime time non-animation program
units (64 programs, one of which contained two independent
stories).

This represented a total of 60.5 hours of

material to be analyzed.

A complete set of videotape dubs
41
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of these programs was made from the Cl archive tapes for
use in the study.

Every character in each program was to

be analyzed for dialect markers.
The program units contained 1143 characters which had
been coded in the Cl analysis.

Working from the videotape

copies, an audiotape dub of the program's soundtrack was
made.

The speech of each character was transcribed from

these soundtrack dubs using a Sanyo Memo-Scriber TRC-8000A
transcription machine with a Sennheiser HD-420 headset.
The videotape was used to disambiguate speech when
necessary, providing important visual contexts for the
verbal interaction of the characters.
During pre-testing it was determined that a three
hundred word sample of speech from each character would be
sufficient to provide enough dialect markers for analysis.
For programs a half hour long or less, the first three
hundred words of each character were transcribed for
analysis.

Programs over a half hour long were divided into

two parts at the commercial break nearest the middle.

The

first one hundred and fifty words from each half of the
program were recorded for analysis.

If more than 150 words

were spoken by a particular character in the first half and
less in the second, the balance of the 300 words were taken
from the remainder left in the first half.
Seven linguistic variables were selected to be coded
for each character.

They were chosen from a larger group

of variables considered relevant in distinguishing dialects
of American English and which in early examinations of the
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data were found to occur with sufficient frequency to yield
potentially interesting results.

All seven were considered

dichotomous and were recorded as variable pairs.

For the

following dicussion, the reader unfamiliar with basic
phonetic terminology is referred to an introductory text,
such as Smalley (1963) or Wise (1957).
The first variable pair (VR1 and VR2) was set up to
record the absolute number of "R-ful" and "R-less" tokens
of phonemic post-vocalic /r/'s used by each character.

An

example of an "R-ful" occurrence would be the word car
pronounced with a clear "r" sound at the end;

an "R-less”

occurrence would be the word car pronounced as if it were
spelled "cah."

This variant distinguishes, for example,

the speech of South Midland speakers from that of Coastal
Southern speakers.

On the transcripts, each "R-ful" token

was coded as "1" and each "R-less" token was coded as"2".
All tokens had to be followed by a consonant or a pause to
be coded.

All tokens followed immediately by a vowel were

not coded.
The second variable pair (All and AI2) recorded the
absolute number of low-central first element tokens and
low- to mid-front first element or monophthongal "alpha"
([a]) tokens of phonemic /ai/ diphthong.

An example of a

low-central first element token would be fine pronounced
with a diphthong beginning with a sound close to that of
the vowel in fa;

a low-front first element token would be

the word fine pronounced with a diphthong or monophthong
beginning with a sound closer to that of the vowel in fan.
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These variants distinguish the southern dialects from the
northern ones in the U.S.

"AI-ful" tokens were coded "1"

and "ALPHA-ful" tokens coded "2" in the transcripts.
The third variable pair (AU1 and AU2) recorded the
absolute number of low-front and low-central first element
[au] and mid-front first element E&u] tokens of phonemic
/au/ diphthong.

A low-central first element token would be

house pronounced with an initial sound like that in ha;

a

mid-front first element token would begin with a sound like
that of the vowel in hat.

These variants distinguish the

Midland dialects from those to the north.

Low-front and

-central tokens were coded "I" and mid-front tokens coded
"2" in the transcripts.
The fourth variable pair (INI and IN2) recorded the
absolute number of high [ijj] or [in] and mid-high [in] or
[an] tokens of the present participial "-ing" morpheme.
High "-ing" tokens in words like coming have a final vowel
like that in see;

low "-ing" tokens are found in cases

commonly referred to as "g-dropping" and are nearly always
accompanied by the de-velarization of the final consonant.
In the case of coming, the final syllable would sound like
that in woman.

High [i»j]/[in] tokens were coded "1" and

mid-high [in]/[an] tokens coded "2" on the transcripts.
The fifth variable pair (TH1 and TH2) recorded the
absolute number of fricative voiced and voiceless tokens
(coded "1") and dental stop voiced and voiceless tokens
(coded "2") of phonemic voiceless /&/ ("thanks") and voiced
/<5/ ("these") fricatives.

Fricative tokens are those that
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evidence a continuous stream of air between the tongue and
upper teeth while the "th" is articulated;

stop tokens are

those that stop the flow of air so that the word this is
pronounced somewhat like "dis."

This variant is a

characteristic of the New York City dialect.

Tokens

possibly influenced by assimilation to following [d] and
[t] were not coded.
The sixth variable pair (AW1 and AW2) recorded the
absolute number of low-mid and -back unrounded tokens and
low- and mid-back rounded tokens for phonemic /o/.

The

distinction between unrounded and rounded low back vowels
can be heard in those dialects in which cot and caught are
pronounced with different sounding vowels.

The levelling

of this distinction seems to be occurring in some dialects
of American English.
The seventh variable pair (ER1 and ER2) recorded the
absolute number of differentiated mid-high front and
mid-low front tokens and undifferentiated mid front tokens
for phonemically differentiated /ae/ (as in "marry") and
/ei/ (as in "Mary") in "-arry" and "-ary" words (or
phonemic equivalents).

Undifferentiated tokens are coded

when words like marry or Mary are pronounced like merry, a
convergence that characterizes some American English
dialects.

Differentiated ER tokens were coded "1" and

undifferentiated tokens coded as "2" in the transcripts.
These linguistic variables and the relations between
ranges of phonetic values and coding categories are
summarized and illustrated with examples in Table 3-1.
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In

all cases, garbled and indeterminate tokens were not coded.
For each character's speech, the total number of tokens
coded "1" for each linguistic variable pair were entered as
the value of the first variable (e.g. AU1), and the total
number of tokens coded ”2" were entered as the value of the
second variable (e.g. AU2).
All words spoken by each character up to 300 were
coded for each variable.

Values were indicated above

tokens as the transcript was being made from the audiotape.
As the transcription proceeded, word lists of the most
frequently encountered minimal pairs —

two words differing

only in the occurrence a variant being examined, such as
merry and marry —

were constructed for easy reference.

Frequent use was also made of Smalley's (1963) book and
audio tapes as an aid in accurate phonetic analysis of the
tokens.

I processed the entire data set a second time to

check the reliability of both the phonetic analysis and
assignment of the appropriate code values to each token.
Only an occasional error required correction, usually in
the direction of coding a token with a positive value when
it was in fact too obscure for a value to be accurately
determined.

A check of the accuracy of my transcription

was undertaked by a trained phonetician on a 150-word,
randomly chosen portion of transcribed speech.
relevant tokens we disagreed in three instances.

Out of 97
Table 3-2

gives the percentage of agreement for each of the seven
linguistic variables.
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Only characters speaking dialects of American English
were analyzed for linguistic variables.

Characters

speaking foreign languages or with foreign accents were
excluded from further analysis, as were characters whose
speech was unintelligible or whose lines were so few that
no tokens of any of the seven linguistic variables were
present to be recorded.

Of the 1143 characters available

for analysis, 1010 spoke dialects of American English, 80
used foreign accents, 50 had non-speaking roles, and 3 were
unintelligible.
From the processed transcripts the absolute number of
tokens for each variable of the seven pairs was counted and
entered in tabular form onto coding sheets.

One coding

sheet was prepared for each character, on which were also
recorded the character's name, the program name, and their
respective identification numbers which had been assigned
in the Cl analysis.
These data were keyed into a raw data file from the
coding sheets, which was then added to a copy of the SPSS
master file which had been made available from the Cl data
archive.

In this way the linguistic variable data for each

character were linked to other demographic and dramatic
information that had already been coded and tested for
reliability in the Cl project.

The Cl coding procedure

utilized two two-person teams which viewed each program and
coded important demographic and dramatic information about
each character in addition to other aspects of the
programming content.

The reliability of this coding was
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determined to be sufficiently high by the Cl investigators
and so it was judged satisfactory for this analysis as
well.
Once entered into the computer, the seven linguistic
variable pairs were transformed into seven ratios by
dividing the value of the first variable in the pair by the
sum of the values of both variables in the pair.

For

example, VR1 was divided by the sum of VR1 and VR2.

The

resulting ratio represented the percentage of all tokens
with the quality of the first value of the linguistic
variable in question.

In this case, a ratio of .80 would

mean that 8 out of 10 (or 4 out of 5) tokens of the post
vocalic /r/ were "R-ful".

These ratios served as the basis

for assigning characters' speech varieties to particular
dialect types.

Ratios were calculated only when at least

three codable tokens were present, assuming that three
occurrences of a linguistic marker would be sufficient to
indicate a general trend.

Otherwise characters were not

assigned a ratio and were excluded from analyses requiring
a value for that particular ratio.
On the basis of these ratios, each character was
assigned to particular dialect categories, as described in
the next section.

Computer aided statistical analysis of

the distribution of dialect type across other character
features coded by the Cl project was carried out in order
to establish any trends in the association of dialect
features with character traits in American prime time
fictional programming.
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II. Analysis of Dialect Distribution on TV

American Dialects in Prime Time TV Dramatic Programs
Before examining the distribution of dialect types
among the fictional characters, there are some useful
observations to be made on the distribution of the
demographic features as determined by the Cl coders.

Table

3-3 gives the overall frequency distributions for four
demographic variables.

Table 3-4 shows the breakdown of

race and sex by all characters and by major characters.

In

the Cl coding instrument, major characters are defined as
"all those who play leading roles representing the
principal types essential to the story."

Non-major (minor)

characters are all others who have speaking parts.
Table 3-5 shows what is presented in Gerbner and
Signorelli (1979:6) as a representation index —

"a single

measure of over and underrepresentation" of sex and race in
the 1985 Cl sample.

The index is a ratio of the percentage

of TV representation to the actual population distribution
in 1985 as measured by the U.S. Bureau of the Census.

A

representation ratio of 100 indicates exact
representativeness on a given measurement;

a difference

below or above 100 indicates that many percentage points of
under- or overrepresentation, respectively.

Comparing the

representation indexes from the 1985 sample with Gerbner
and Signorelli's report of the average over the years from
1969 to 1978, the overrepresentation of males and whites
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and underrepresentation of females and non-whites has
diminished by about ten index points, but white females are
now more underrepresented than non-white females.
The investigation of the dialects spoken by the prime
time television characters begins with an examination of
the seven linguistic variable ratios, or indexes as they
will be called henceforth.
in Table 3-6.

These distributions are shown

Fictional speech on TV is overall skewed

toward one end of all seven indexes.

The AI index is

highly "Al-ful," low nucleus /au/ tokens are clearly
favored, as are fricative /£/ and /#/ tokens, and
convergence of / & r/ and /eir/ to /£.r/ in "-arry," "-ary,"
"-erry" correspondences.
highly skewed —

The IN and AW indexes are also

IN to high [i»)]/[in] values and AW to

unrounded tokens —

but they also show relatively greater

variance, as does the VR index, which is highly "R-ful."
Looking at the breakdowns of these distributions by
race in the same table, it is clear that some of the
variance in the overall population is associated with the
speech varieties of black characters rather than those of
whites (and others).

Given this difference in distribution

of the linguistic indexes and the discovery that race
figured significantly as a third variable in tests for
associations of character's ways of speaking and other
character traits, it was decided to separate blacks from
non-blacks for later analyses.

Inasmuch as the speech of

the few characters belonging to racial minorities other
than black evidenced many more affinities with the speech
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of white characters than with blacks, two categories of
race were established for all subsequent analyses.

They

are "black" and "white and other", and as a convenient
abbreviation "white and other" will be referred to as
"white" throughout the analyses, although it must be borne
in mind that approximately two percent of the "white"
category includes Asian and American Indian characters who
speak dialects of American English.
The characters were next assigned to dialects of
American English by considering dialects to be specifiable
in terms of particular configurations of phonetic features,
operationalized by particular values on the seven indexes.
Dialects were defined in terms of high and low index
values, using .5 as an arbitrary demarcation point.

For

example, South Midland would be the dialect assigned to a
character who scored greater than .5 on the VR index
(i.e. a predominantly "R-ful" speaker) and less than .5 on
the AI index (i.e. a predominantly "ALPHA-ful" speaker).
Table 3-7 shows the linguistic criteria by which characters
were assigned to particular dialect types, taken from
McDavid (1958:513-527).

The last two dialects listed in

the table are actually incompletely defined dialect types,
and were necessary to include so that characters not having
at least three tokens of the relatively infrequent AU and
TH variants could nevertheless be assigned to a northern
region which is either "R-ful" or "R-less."
Table 3-8A presents the distribution of characters
across these types using the .5 decision criterion and
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Table 3-8B gives the results of a .66 decision criterion.
Since .5 was chosen arbitrarily to carve up dialects on the
basis of a simple majority of particular variants, a .66
criterion might also be permitted if applied with good
reason.

The main motive behind using the .66 criterion is

to increase the number of characters assigned to minor
dialects and thus increase the effectiveness of statistical
analysis of associations between dialect and other
character traits.

Indeed, a justification for this comes

from the fact that in Hollywood productions dialects are
usually "mild," using only a few salient linguistic
variants and inconsistently as well.

Allowing for a minor

dialect to be defined even on the basis of the use of a
variant pronunciation only one out of every three times,
rather than one out of every two, still reflects the
nonstandard "sound" such mild varieties have in Hollywood
productions.

On going back to the audio tapes and

listening again to the characters grouped on the basis of
.50 and .66 criteria, it was determined that the .66
criterion grouped sufficiently like-accented characters
together which "sounded" differently from the standard
"R-ful" and "AI-ful" speech of the majority of the
television population.
In either casa, it is clear from Table 3-8 that
northern "R-ful" varieties of American English are the
norm, but that a variety of others appear in the mouths of
characters as well.

The category "Not Codable" includes

those characters for which no VR or AI index could be
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computed on the basis of having fewer than three codable
tokens of either variable.
from further analyses.

These characters are excluded

Table 3-9 compares the characters

excluded on this basis with characters retained in terms of
sex and race.
In the next section of this chapter the differential
uses of these dialects will be examined in an attempt to
determine whether particular dialects are associated with
certain character traits rather than others.

If such

associations can be found they can lay the groundwork for
describing and testing the role of television in promoting
linguistic stereotypes.

The Variables to Be Tested for Association with Dialect
All characters in the 1985 Cl sample had been coded
for a total of 17 variables, and major characters were
coded for 49 additional items, 18 of which were semantic
differential personality trait scales.

Of these, several

were chosen for analysis of association with dialect type.
Three variables —

Tone of Program, Date of Major Action,

and Setting of Major Action —

provide contextual, program

level data about each character.

Five demographic

variables were chosen, including Sex, Social Age, Race,
Employment, Field of Activity, and Socio-Economic Status.
And Character Type, Success, Status, Violence Committed,
and Violence Suffered provide information relating the
character to the narrative structure of the story.

Three

more variables were also chosen, but were coded only for
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major characters.

They include Socio-Economic Status at

the demographic level, and Character Role and Crime
Committed at the story level.

The frequency distributions

of Sex, Social Age, and Race were given in Table 3-3.

The

rest of the variables are presented in Tables 3-10 through
3-13.
It was decided that the most effective way of
investigating associations between dialects and character
features would be to use the chi-square test for k
independent samples (Siegel 1956:175-179).

This test was

chosen since it is a nonparametric technique and since the
frequency distributions of the variables to be tested occur
for the most part in discrete, nominally scaled categories.
To apply the chi-square test, the frequencies are arranged
in a k X r table, where k is the number of categories in
one variable and r is the number of categories in the
other.

The null hypothesis is that the k samples of

frequencies or proportions have come from the same
population or from identical populations.

The use of the

chi-square yields meaningful statistics only when fewer
than 20 per cent of the cells have expected frequencies of
less than 5 and no cell has an expected frequency of less
than 1 (Siegel :178).
It became quickly apparent that the categorization of
variable types in Table 3-8B would yield too high a
percentage of cells with expected frequencies less than
five.

Thus some related categories had to be combined in

order to increase the expected frequencies in the various
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cells.

From the eight-way categorization of dialect types

in Table 3-8B, a three-way categorization was chosen which
would discriminate between dialect types that differ in the
most salient terms.

These three types are Northern

"R-ful," Northern "R-less," and Southern, and their
frequency distributions are given in Table 3-14.

Northern

"R-ful" is high-[r] and high-[ai], Northern "R-less" is
low-[r] and high-[ai], and Southern is low-[ai] with no
regard to the [r] value.
While this recoding of variable types collapses what
may be meaningful distinctions for dramatic conventions, it
was considered appropriate in the light of Blunt's
observation that precisely these three stage dialects —
"Standard American," "American Southern," and "New York
City" —

were the only ones used with any regularity

between 1930 and 1960, and judging by the present sample
this still seems to be the case.

Examining the validity of

grouping characters' speech into these three categories,
there was only one case of an unfortunate collapsing of
speech styles on the basis of [r] and [ai].

This occurred

in the Northern "R-less" category, where two distinct
groups of characters omitting post vocalic [r]'s are
classed together.

On the one hand are those with

relatively high social class who speak with an "upper
crust" Eastern New England speech variety, and on the other
are relatively lower class characters whose speech variety
is most accurately described as "New York City" in that
there is a greater tendency to use plosive "th" sounds.
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However, this problem of grouping was also present in the
eight-way classification, so the three-way recoding only
exacerbated a problem already present in the use of
phonetic variants as dialect discriminators.

This

confusing of two dialects that can be audibly discriminated
on the basis of phonetic variants not coded in this
project, and even more so on the basis of paralinguistic
patterning, must be borne in mind in interpreting the
result of the following analyses.
types —

The other two dialect

Northern "R-ful" and Southern —

did not seem to

suffer from this confounding of important audible features.

III. Associations of Dialects With Other Character Trai'ts

Since it was determined that race would be an
important variable affecting the assocations of dialect
type with other character variables, black characters are
analyzed separately from nonblack characters.

These

separate analyses are presented together as each variable
is discussed.

Some character variables were recoded a4

necessary to reduce the number of cells with too low
expected frequencies in order to make the chi-square test
meaningful.

These recodings are noted as each test of

association is described in the following section.

All

assessments of significance are made at the .05 confidence
level.
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Contextual Variables
The first contextual variable, Time of Program, was
recoded to two values, Past and Present, with the category
Future dropped from the analysis because of the relatively
few cases that fell within it (see Table 3-15).

The

chi-square analysis showed a significantly greater
percentage of Southern characters appearing in programs
taking place in the past (Northern "R-ful" = 5.4 %,
Northern "R-less" = 11.1 %, Southern = 41.9%).

No

significant relationships between Time of Program and
dialect type could be found for black characters.
The variable Setting of Program was recoded to the
values Urban, Mixed, and Rural & Mobile, and the None Shown
category was dropped from the analysis (see Table 3-16).
As expected, the white Northern "R-less" characters were
more likely to occur in urban settings (Northern "R-less" =
77.6%, Northern "R-ful" = 72.8%, Southern = 51.6%) while
white Southern characters were more likely to be found in
programs with both rural and urban elements (Northern
R-ful" = 9.9%, Northern "R-less" = 6.6%, Southern = 35.5%).
Since black characters appear almost exclusively in urban
settings (95.9%) it was not possible to calculate a
meaningful chi-square test with dialect type.
The Tone of Program variable yielded no significant
results for either white or black characters, but there was
an observed pattern of Northern "R-less" characters
occurring more frequently in comic contexts for both race
categories (White:

Northern "R-less" = 9.0%, Northern
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"R-ful" = 6.3%, Southern = 3.2%, Black:

Northern "R-less"

= 20.0%, Northern "R-ful" = 3.4%, Southern = 11.1%).

These

patterns can be seen in Table 3-17.

Demographic Variables
The variable Sex of Character yielded highly
significant results for white characters in that a much
greater proportion of Northern "R-less" speakers are male
(Northern "R-less" = 88.5%, Northern "R-ful" = 62.0%,
Southern = 64.5%).

The same pattern was observed for black

characters (Northern "R-less" = 68.0%, Northern "R-ful" =
55.2%, Southern = 55.6%) but this relationship was not
significant (see Table 3-18).
For the variable Social Age of Character it was
necessary to recode for the White race category, collapsing
the Settled Adult and Elderly cells to reduce overly small
expected cell frequencies (see Table 3-19).

It was found

that the Northern "R-less" characters were significantly
more often to be settled adults or elderly (Northern
"R-less" = 85.9%, Northern "R-ful" = 69.8%, and Southern =
63.3%) and that Southern characters were significantly more
frequently to be young adults (Southern = 30.0%, Northern
"R-ful" = 22.5%, Northern "R-less" = 12.8%).

The Northern

"R-less" association with older characters was observed
with black characters as well, but it was not significant,
even after recoding to maximize expected cell frequencies.
For the Employment of Character variable, it was not
possible to meaningfully collapse the categories so that a
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chi-square statistic could be applied.

However, some

non-significant patterns can be noted here, looking only at
cells containing more than one case.

For white characters,

the Northern "R-ful" dialect type was most heavily
concentrated in the Professional and Clerical categories,
Northern "R-less" in the Service and Law Enforcement
categories, and Southern in the Manager and Military
categories.

For black characters, the only meaningful

observation is that the Northern "R-ful" dialect seems to
be more heavily concentrated in Law Enforcement than the
other dialect types.
Again, the Field of Activity variable has too many
incompatible variables to compute a chi-square statistic.
Using the same criterion as in the last paragraph, we can
see non-significant patterns in that the Northern "R-ful"
dialect is associated with the Entertainment, Health,
Education, and Science fields, the Northern "R-less"
dialect with the Government, Religion, and Illegal
activities, and the Southern dialect type also with Illegal
activities.

For black characters, non-significant patterns

are found between Northern "R-ful" and Government, Health,
Education, and Science, between Northern "R-less" and
Entertainment and Business, and between Southern and
Entertainment and Illegal activities.
One demographic variable coded only for major
characters —

Socio Economic Status —

both race categories.

was analyzed for

However, due to the relatively low

number of cases per cell it was not possible to recode SES
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to a point where a chi-square test could be meaningfully
performed for either white or black characters.

Story Variables
The Character Type variable —

"good guy" versus "bad

guy" -- yielded statistically significant results for white
characters (see Table 3-20).

Both Northern "R-less" and

Southern dialect types are more strongly associated with
clearly "bad" characters than Northern "R-ful" speakers
(Southern = 29.0%, Northern "R-less" = 16.7%, Northern
"R-ful" = 10.8%), but Northern "R-less" speakers are also
more likely than the other two categories to be clearly
"good" characters (Northern "R-less" = 35.9%, Northern
"R-ful" = 29.2%, Southern = 29.0%).

No significant results

were found for black characters even after recoding to
maximize expected cell frequencies, but the trend from
heaviest to lightest concentration of clearly "good"
characters went from Northern "R-ful" to Northern "R-less"
to Southern.
For the other story variables —

Success of Character,

Violence Committed by Character, Victimization of
Character, and Status of Character —

no statistically

significant results could be produced regarding
associations with dialect types.

This was also the case

for two story variables coded only for major characters —
Character Role (comic versus serious) and Crime Committed
by Character.
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Personality Variables
For all major characters, the Cl coding included
eighteen personality variables.

These were structured as

5-point semantic differential scales defined by pairs of
personality terms having opposing meanings.
one of these scales is Cold-Warm.
values that can be coded.

For example,

Each scale has five

The two extreme values, 1 and 5,

represent the concept "very" in the direction of the term
being modified.

In the Cold-Warm scale, a "1" would

indicate "very cold" and "5" would denote "very warm".

The

central value, "3", denotes neutrality on the dimension for
a character being judged on a given scale.

In the present

example, a "3" would mean that the character is neither
particularly warm or cold.

The two intermediate values,

"2" and "4", are provided for characters that are
"somewhat" characterized by one of the opposing terms.

So

a "2" on the Cold-Warm scale would denote "somewhat cold".
To analyze the patterns and significance of
differences between characters coded as belonging to
different dialect types, a one way analysis of variance
procedure was chosen.

This was judged appropriate since

the scale of measurement on the semantic differential
scales can be reasonably considered interval level data,
which permits the meaningful calculation of means.

In each

case, the null hypothesis to be tested is that different
observed means on a personality scale come from the same
population or from identical populations.

A posteriori

tests specifying significant differences between the
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dialect types are conducted using the least significant
difference approach (Winer 1971:199) at a .05 confidence
level.

Again, these tests are conducted separately on the

two race categories.
On the scale Repulsive-Attractive, a significant
difference was found for white characters between Northern
"R-ful" speakers (mean = 3.46) and the other two dialect
types (Northern "R-less" = 2.95, Southern = 2.86).

Thus

the Northern "R-ful" speakers were coded slightly on the
attractive side while the other two groups were coded
slighly on the repulsive side.

No significant difference

was found between dialect types for black characters
(Northern "R-ful" = 3.28, Northern "R-less" = 3.43,
Southern = 3.06).
On the scale Unfair-Fair, Southern speakers were coded
as being significantly more unfair than the other two
groups (Southern = 2.43, Northern "R-less" = 3.32, Northern
"R-ful" = 3.32).

No significant differences were found for

black characters on this dimension (Northern "R-ful" =
3.57, Northern "R-less" = 3.43, Southern = 3.13).
For white characters, the Weak-Strong dimension did
not significant discriminate dialect types (Northern
"R-ful" = 3.27, Northern "R-less" = 3.37, Southern = 3.14).
But this dimension was significant for black characters in
that the Northern "R-ful" and Northern "R-less" groups had
sufficiently different means (Northern "R-ful" = 3.00,
Northern "R-less" = 3.57, Southern = 3.19).
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The Short-Tall dimension was significant in the
difference between white Northern "R-ful" and Southern
speakers (Northern "R-ful" = 3.07, Northern "R-less" =
3.11, Southern = 3.43), but not for black characters
(Northern "R-ful" = 3.29, Northern "R-less" = 2.86,
Southern = 3.00).
The Stupid-Smart dimension was not significant for
white characters (Northern "R-ful" = 3.48, Northern
"R-less" = 3.21, Southern = 3.14) but was for black
characters.

For blacks, Northern "R-ful" speakers were

significantly more often coded as smart than Southern
speakers (Northern "R-ful" = 3.71, Northern "R-less" =
3.29, Southern -3.13).

On a perhaps related scale,

Rational-Irrational, white dialect types were again not
well differentiated (Northern "R-ful" = 3.30, Northern
"R-less" = 3.26, Southern = 2.86), but two black varieties
were.

Again, Northern "R-ful" speech is more strongly

associated with rational behavior than Southern (Northern
"R-ful" = 3.57, Northern "R-less" = 3.29, Southern = 2.94).
The dimension Dirty-Clean was not significant for
white characters (Northern "R-ful" = 3.32, Northern
"R-less" = 3.21, Southern = 3.71) but was for black
speakers (Northern "R-ful" - 3.00, Northern "R-less" =
3.28, Southern = 3.00) where both Northern "R-ful" and
Southern varieties were coded neutral and the Northern
"R-less" variety was significantly associated with
cleanliness in characters.
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The last personality variable whose values were
significantly associated with a dialect type is
Unsupportive-Supportive.

Here white Northern "R-ful"

speakers were coded as significantly more supportive than
Southern speakers (Northern "R-ful" = 3.69, Northern
"R-less" = 3.47, Southern = 3.00).

Black characters were

not significantly differentiated on this scale in terms of
dialect type (Northern "R-ful" = 4.00, Northern "R-less" =
3.57, Southern = 3.44).
Several variables were coded for which no significant
differences can be found among dialect types for either
race category.

These include Sociable-Unsociable,

Cold-Warm, Potent-Powerless, Unstable-Stable,
Bungling-Efficient, Feminine-Masculine, Elderly-Youthful,
Unhappy-Happy, Poor-Rich, and Violent-Peaceful.

A summary

of the means for each dialect type for each personality
variable can be found in Table 3-21.

"G-Dropping" and Associations with Character Traits
Three of the linguistic variable indexes have not yet
been used in the character trait association analyses.
These indexes —

AH, ER, and IN —

much use in defining dialect types.

turned out not to be of
The IN index, however,

could be of some use as an individually meaningful
variable.

It represents the ratio of the "-ing" present

participial endings realized as [it^j) or [in] to those
realized as [in] or [9n] in words such as running.
commonly referred to as "g-dropping", even though
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This is

phonetically it's more accurate to describe it as a process
of lowering and centering the vowel and transfering the
articulation of the nasal consonant from the velum to the
alveolar ridge.

"G-dropping" has long been a widely noted

non-standard variant, and even though it is usually
considered a socially rather than regionally significant
variant I decided analyze it anyway for associations with
character traits.
The original IN ratios ranged from 0 to 1 and were
recoded into Low, Mid, and High categories based on an
attempt to create equal sized groupings.

Since more than a

third of the characters had IN values of 1, the High
category was comprised exclusively of these cases (n=186).
The rest were split between the Mid and Low categories.
Mid included IN scores between .57 and .95 (n=128) and Low
included scores less than .57 (n=129).

As with the dialect

type variables, the IN variable categories were tested for
association with character traits using the chi-square test
with a .05 significance level.
First of all, "g-dropping" is significantly associated
with race (see Table 3-22).

Of white characters, 45.9% are

found in the High category (ie they have relatively few
instances of "g-dropping") whereas 17.5% of black
characters are found there.

Instead, 46.0% of black

characters are found in the Low category, as opposed to
26.4% of white characters.

This being the case, white and

black characters will again be analyzed separately in the
following.
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For the contextual variable Time of Program, white
characters are clearly differentiated by "g-dropping" (see
Table 3-23).

Characters in programs set in the past are

twice as likely to fall into the low category than are
characters in programs set in the present (54.2% for the
former, 24.9% for the latter).

Conversely, characters in

programs set in the present are about three times as likely
to be found in the high "-ing" category as are those in the
past (47.0% versus 16.7%).

No such significant

relationship was found for black characters.

No

significant relationships were found between "g-dropping"
and either Setting or Tone of Program.
For the demographic variables, Sex of Character was
highly significant across both race categories (see Table
3-24).

Among whites, 70.8% of females are in the high

category compared with 31.8% of males.

In the low category

are found 34.3% of males versus 12.4% of females.
difference is even greater among black characters.

This
32.0%

of females are high on the IN index compared with 7.9% of
males, and 60.5% of males fall in the low category,
compared with 24.0% of females.
Social Age of Character yielded significant results
only for white characters (see Table 3-25).

With the

variable recoded into younger people (Child and Young
Adult) and older people (Settled Adult and Elderly), a
greater percentage of older people (48.9%) had high index
scores than did younger people (38.5%).

The converse held

as well, with younger people being more concentrated in the
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low score range than older people (35.6% versus 22.6%).
Again, owing to the large number of cells with overly
low expected frequencies, a chi-square statistic cannot be
computed for Employment of Character and Field of Activity.
But we can make a few observations, as was done in an
earlier section, to determine which categories seem to be
concentrated in either the high or low "-ing" categories.
For white characters, low "-ing" employment appears to be
in the Military and Law Enforcment areas, while high "-ing"
jobs are found among the Professional and Manager areas.
Black characters in the low category are likely to be in
Law Enforcement and high "-ing” characters are likely to be
Professional.

Thus a general agreement is found in this

association across race categories.
Low "-ing" fields of activity for white characters are
Illegal activity and Farming, and high M-ing" fields seem
to be Health, Education, and Science.

For blacks, low

"-ing" fields are Entertainment, Business, and Illegal, and
high "-ing" fields are Business and Health.
The story level variable of Character Type is
significant for white characters but not for blacks (see
Table 3-26).

Here, bad guys are clearly concentrated in

the low "-ing" category (47.7% compared with 29.1% of good
guys and 19.7% of mixed types).
Both black and white characters have significant
associations between categories on the Violence Committed
by Character variable (recoded here as No Violence
Committed and Violence Committed —

see Table 3-27).
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For

white characters, non-violence is low "-ing" only 18.9% of
the time while violence is 46.2% of the time.

High "-ing"

contains 51.3% of non-violent characters and only 31.7% of
violent ones.

Violent black characters are 78.6% low

"-ing" but only 36.7% of non-violent characters are.

High

"-ing" is found with 22.4% of non-violent characters and
black violent characters at all were found in the high
"-ing" category.
A similar pattern is found for white characters on the
Victim of Violence variable (see Table 3-28).

Only 18.5%

of non-victims are low "-ing" compared with 41.2% of
victims who are.

Likewise, 53.6% of non-victims are high

"-ing" compared with only 31.3% of victims of violence.
This pattern is not found to be significant for black
characters however.
Four variables were not found to be significantly
associated with values of the recoded IN index —

Setting

of Program, Tone of Program, Success of Character, and
Status of Character.
Since "g-dropping" is generally not considered to be
associated with any one regional dialect of American
English, one final chi-square test of association was made
between the recoded IN index and the three way dialect
categorization used above.

Contrary to the general

assumption, it was found that "g-dropping" is significantly
associated with regional dialects as portrayed on
television (see Table 3-29).

For white characters, 49.1%

of Northern "R-ful" speakers are high "-ing" compared with
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only 5.9% of Southern speakers.

And 76.5% of Southern

speakers are low "-ing" in contrast to only 23.4% of
Northern "R-ful" characters.

The Northern "R-less"

speakers consistently fall between these two other dialect
types.

For black characters there is a similar, but

slightly different significant relationship.

Few Northern

"R-ful" speakers are found in the low "-ing" category
(23.5%) compared with 52.9% of Northern "R-less" speakers
and 55.2% of Southern speakers.

But it is the Northern

"R-less" category that has the highest concentration of
high "-ing" speakers (35.3%), followed by Northern "R-ful"
with 17.6% and Southern with 6.9%.

III. Summary

In this analysis it was possible to establish the fact
that Northern "R-ful" varieties of American English
represent a norm in a statistical sense, in that they
comprise 75% of all American English dialects heard in
television dramatic programming.
American" dialect —

If the idea of a "General

the legendary "Midwest" accent often

referred to in the context of news readers and announcers
—

has any validity at all, it must be identified with

Inland Northern and Northern Midland varieties, since they
are the two that are both "R-ful" and "Al-ful".
Other dialects are marginalized on television,
especially when looking at white characters, 83% of whom
speak a Northern "R-ful" dialect.

Some dialects are
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practically (if not completely) "symbolically annihilated"
(Gross 1984:358), or ignored in the fictional world of
television, such as Eastern New England and Coastal
Southern (among white characters).

Black characters make

up the bulk of the non-Northern "R-ful" speakers —
not resembling "General American."

the 25%

Here, then, is a

situation in which there is a clear majority dialect, but
also where there are a substantial number of non-majority
dialect speakers.

70% of blacks fall into this group, as

do 17% of white characters, not inconsiderable numbers
given the perspective of some who believe that television
presents a totally uniform, "bland" diet of linguistic
images to the general public.

It is in just such a

situation that associations between certain kinds of
characters and certain kinds of dialect features may be
established and played out in television storytelling.
There are a number of clear associations between
dialects and character traits that were uncovered in the
analysis.

Looking first at contextual, program level

associations among white characters, I found that Northern
"R-ful" dialects are associated with contemporary times and
Southern dialects are shown to occur more in the past, with
Northern "R-less" varieties closer to the Northern "R-ful"
present than to the Southern past.

White Northern "R-less"

speakers are more likely to be found in urban settings,
while Southern speakers are in situations having both rural
and urban elements.

Since black characters on television

are almost exclusively urban, all three black varieties are
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not differentiated by setting.
Analysis of the demographic variables by dialect type
shows that a greater proportion of Northern "R-less"
speakers are male than female among white characters.

This

speech variety is also associated with older people,
settled adults or the elderly.

Southern, on the other

hand, is more frequently found in the mouths of younger
people.

Also among white characters, Northern "R-ful"

varieties are found concentrated in the professional and
clerical occupations, Northern "R-less" in service and law
enforcement employment, and Southern is associated with
managerial positions and the military.

For black

characters, Northern "R-ful" speech is concentrated in law
enforcement.

Northern "R-ful" is associated with the

entertainment, health, education, and science fields for
whites;

for blacks, with government, health, education,

and science.

Northern "R-less" goes with government,

religion, and illegal activities for whites and with
entertainment and business for blacks.

Illegal activities

are associated with the Southern dialects for both black
and white characters, and entertainment is activity
associated with Southern for blacks.
One story level variable was also found to be
important.

Among whites, Northern "R-less" and Southern

are more frequently associated with "bad" characters than
are Northern "R-ful" varieties.

Even so, Northern "R-less"

characters are also associated with "good" characters more
frequently than the other two.
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The personality variables yielded some differences
between characters speaking different dialects.

For

whites, Northern R-ful speakers were coded slightly
attractive while the other two varieties were associated
with slightly repulsive ratings.

Also for whites, Southern

characters were seen as more unfair than the other two, as
well as taller than Northern "R-ful" speakers.

Northern

"R-ful" speakers, on the other hand, were on the whole more
supportive than Southern speakers.

For black characters,

the Northern "R-less" dialect is more so than the Northern
"R-ful" dialect associated with strength.

The Northern

"R-ful" variety, however, was associated with being both
smart and rational compared with Southern.

It was also

positively associated with cleanliness for black
characters, unlike Northern "R-less" and Southern.
The "g-dropping" phenomenon, as a nonstandard variant,
is more strongly associated with black than with white
characters.

For white characters, "g-dropping" seems to be

associated with the past rather than with the present, and
for both race categories males drop g's more often than
females.

White characters also showed differential use of

this variant depending on social age, with younger
characters more likely to use it than older ones.

Low

"g-dropping" rates are associated with professional
employment for both race categories, and with managerial
positions for whites.

High rates are most frequent in the

military for whites and in law enforcement for both whites
and blacks.

For whites, "bad guys" drop g's the most
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often, as do victims of violence.

For those who commit

violence, in both race categories, "g-dropping" is an
associated speech style feature.
Finally, for whites "g-dropping" seems to be clearly
associated with regional accents.

Northern "R-ful"

speakers do it the least, Southern speakers do it the most,
and Northern "R-less" speakers fall in between.

For blacks

however, full "-ing" forms are associated with Northern
"R-less," rather than "R-ful" speech varieties.

But here

too, Southern features are the most strongly associated
with "g-dropping."
If the prestige of a dialect can be said to be
signalled by the positive traits that are found associated
with the characters who speak it in television drama, some
conclusions can be drawn from the findings of this chapter.
For white characters, Northern "R-ful" is associated with
contemporary times, professional careers (including
education, medicine, and science), and being relatively
attractive and supportive;

Northern "R-less" associations

are maleness, urbanism, older people, service careers (law
enforcement, government), religion, and illegal activities;
Southern dialect associations are past times, younger
people, managerial and military careers, and negative
traits such as being a "bad guy," unattractive, and unfair,
and engaging in illegal activities.

For black characters,

Northern "R-ful" is associated with professional and
service careers and positive personality traits ("smart,"
"rational," "cleanliness");

Northern "R-less" is
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associated with business and entertainment careers and
strength,*

and Southern is associated with entertainment

careers and illegal activity.

Thus through gross

overrepresentation and positive valuing, a two-fold
promotion of the Northern "R-ful" varieties of American
English is clearly encoded in the messages made public
through television drama.
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CHAPTER 4
REGIONAL ATTITUDES TOWARD DIALECTS IN CHARACTER PORTRAYALS

This chapter describes the methodology and analysis of
a subjective reaction experiment carried out at five
regional American universities.

A stimulus tape containing

three male-female dialect speaking pairs was created and
sent to contact teachers the universities.

A class of

students at each university listened to the tape and rated
each speaker on several character trait dimensions.

This

experiment is designed to test whether patterns of
associating dialect types with other character features are
shared across dialect regions of the United States, or
whether they differ in interesting ways.

They are also

examined to see which (if any) are congruent with the
television protrayals established in the previous chapter.

I . Methodology

In order to find out to what degree the television
conventions for associating character types with dialect
types are shared around the country, it was determined that
a subjective reaction test, similar that used by Wilke and
Snyder (1941) and in many more recent studies, would be the
best way to proceed.

These investigations have chosen
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college and university settings to locate students with
particular kinds of attributes, in most cases specific
regional membership or primary language of communication.
This method of gathering data about attitudes has a
venerable history —

going back even to Pear's (1931)

original work in which he used colleagues and students at
Manchester University as subjects listening to radio
programs over the air and recorded on phonograph records.
Due to limitations of time and money, travel to
different parts of the country to administer the test in
person was not feasible.

Therefore the idea of a

prepackaged self administering test that could be run by a
teacher during a class period became the most viable plan
to pursue.

After talking with contacts at several

universities I found that it would not be imposing too much
to ask a contact teacher at a test site university to
receive a packet in the mail containing all materials to
carry out a ten minute trial of the subjective reaction
test and to mail the materials back to me in postage
prepaid packets.

Encountering few reservations from

teachers, this method was adopted as the experimental
procedure.
Conceptually, the design of the subjective reaction
experiment involves two phases.

First, a stimulus needs to

be determined to which subjects are to react.

Second, the

nature of the reaction and how it is to be recorded needs
to be specified.

In the present experiment the stimulus is

a series of speakers on an audio cassette tape, each
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reading the same text and differing only in the dialect
features which they use.

The nature of responding and the

method of recording these reactions to the stimuli were
incorporated into one instrument, an instruction and answer
booklet designed to be filled out as the tape is being
listened to.

The design of each of these elements is

described in the following.

Constructing the Stimulus Tape
The purpose of the stimulus tape was to provide
listeners with a series of speakers that appear to differ
primarily on the basis of their accents, so that the accent
is the most salient difference and other differences are
backgrounded and controlled to the greatest extent
possible.

In this experiment a matched-guise technique

(Lambert, et al. 1965) was not considered feasible.

In

order to use this technique an experimenter needs to have
speakers available who can convincingly speak in more than
one dialect.

While this device does control for

paralinguistic differences between speakers, such as vocal
quality, it is often not possible to find people with the
facility to convincingly feign multiple dialects, nor
indeed is it clear that listeners don't recognize the
guises, which might influence the kinds of responses they
give.

Instead, genuine speakers of various dialects were

contacted from among acquaintances and the final selection
of speakers included considerations of matching voices as
closely as possible on paralinguistic dimensions, such as
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voice quality and tempo.
I determined that speakers of both sexes should be
included for each dialect on the stimulus tape, since the
results of the television portrayals analyzed dialect types
without regard to speaker's sex.

Otherwise, the results

would be generalizable only to one or the other sex.

The

responses to both speakers of a given dialect would be
averaged as an overall reaction to that dialect by a given
subject that would take into account speakers of both
sexes.
Potential stimulus tape speakers were contacted and,
if they agreed to help with the experiment, were
interviewed and tested for the desired dialect features.
At the outset it was determined that at least a white
northern ("R-ful" and "Al-ful") and a white southern
("ALPHA-ful") dialect should be represented on the tape.
Native speakers of these dialects were located who were
willing to have their voices recorded.
In discussions with the teachers at the various
universities, I decided that the run of a trial during a
class should take no more than about ten minutes.

This

limitation required that no more than three dialects (six
speakers) could be used, since any more than that would go
over the ten minute time limit.

Since I wanted to include

black accented (mixed "R-less" and "ALPHA-ful") speech as a
stimulus, one male and one female black speaker were
selected in addition to North Midland and South Midland
("R-ful" and "ALPHA-ful") speakers.

These six speakers
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would just take up the ten minute time allotment for the
tape.
The stimulus tape was created in the sound studio of
The Annenberg School of Communications at the University of
Pennsylvania.

A text created by Thomas (1947:160-167) to

illustrate variant pronunciations in regional varieties of
American English was edited in such a way that it contained
a sufficient number of linguistic variants that would be
pronounced differently by the different dialect speakers
and would also be short enough for six repetitions of the
text to be presented within ten minutes (see Appendix 1).
This text was chosen for its innocuousness (recounting an
experience on a road trip).

The six readers selected for

the stimulus tape were recorded on separate occasions in
the studio and several takes were recorded, during which
the readers were coached to adjust for fluency with the
text and reading tempo.

After all speakers had been

recorded, the best matched readings were chosen for
inclusion on the stimulus tape.
The stimulus tape consisted of three parts.

The first

section was read by me and introduced the study to the
subjects and read through the instructions on the first
page of the response booklet.

The second section contained

the stimulus voices in randomized order together with
instructions from me as to when to begin responding to each
stimulus speaker.

Each speaker read for about 40 seconds

and was followed by 20 seconds of silence.

In the final

section I announced the end of the trial, thanked the
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respondents for their participation, and requested them to
provide a variety of background demographic information
about themselves.

Designing the Response Booklet
The response booklet incorporated both instructions
for responding as well as spaces in which to record the
responses.

The first page of the booklet gave instructions

on how to proceed through the trial, and these instructions
were included at the beginning of the stimulus tape so the
respondent could read along as the instructions were being
read to reinforce them.

The second through seventh pages

are virtually identical and were to be filled out by
respondents, one page per speaker, as each speaker was
heard on the tape.

These pages contained two categorical

variables, sex and race of speaker, and twelve semantic
differential scales representing a variety of ways of
valuing a given speaker.

Semantic differential scales

(Osgood, Suci, and Tannenbaum 1957) are frequently used in
subjective reaction tests of attitudes because they provide
a technique for quick, approximative, partial analysis of
associations between stimuli of various sorts and the
meanings they can be seen to have for respondents.

The

twelve scales were randomly ordered on the page, as were
the relative left-right positions of the terms defining the
scales.

The eighth page was designed to collect important

demographic information about each respondent in order to
provide the ability to control for certain background
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features if desired.

Appendix 2 contains contains a copy

of the cover sheet, one of the speaker response sheets, and
the last page for recording demographic data of the
speaker.
The instructions request the respondent to rate each
speaker in terms of the kind of character they would
recommend that this speaker should play in a Hollywood
movie or television series.

This instruction was desired

in order to get at how and to what extent the conventions
described in the previous chapter are shared across
different dialect regions of the United States.

In order

to allow a description to be made for each speaker in the
space of about one minute, a series of semantic
differential scales, defined by opposing pairs of terms
describing some aspect of a character, were determined to
be the best method for rapid recording and later processing
these responses.

The particular scales themselves were

selected on the basis of important dimensions uncovered in
the previous section and were either retained or dropped on
the basis of experience gained during pretesting.

Selecting the Test Sites
It was determined that the most economical way to get
at regional attitudes toward different dialects of American
English would be to use students at regional universities
as respondents.

While the generalizability from this sort

of population is limited, I decided that the important
differences between the groups in terms of regional
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residence would still yield interesting results.

The

universities selected for this study were chosen on the
basis of three major criteria.

First, there had to be a

contact teacher willing to take up ten minutes of class
time as a favor to the experimenter.

Second, the schools

had to be located in different dialect areas.

Third, they

had to draw their students primarily from the dialect
region in which they were situated.
The first step was to assemble a list of potential
contact teachers, which was accomplished through contacts
of my own as well as of acquaintances and colleagues.

Next

the potential universities were grouped by dialect region.
Then the schools were ranked within each dialect area
according to the greatest to least percentage of the
student body identified as local.

This data was gathered

from the 1987 Peterson's Annual Guide to Undergraduate
Study:

Four Year Colleges (Princeton, NJ:

Guides, 1987).

Peterson's

Finally, the teachers at the selected

universities were contacted and their aid in the study was
solicited.

Teachers had to have a class of 25 to 30

students in which they would be willing to administer the
run of the trial, as well as access to a audio cassette
player on which to play the instruction-stimulus tape for
the students.
The five universities ultimately participating in the
study are West Virginia University in Morgantown, West
Virginia;
Hampshire;

University of New Hampshire in Durham, New
Boise State University in Boise, Idaho;
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University of Minnesota in Minneapolis, Minnesota;
University of Texas in Austin, Texas.

and

The dialect regions

in or near which they are situated are given in the map.
The teachers administered the trials in their own classes,
which were humanities or social science courses.

Distributing the Experimental Materials
Packets were made up for each university containing a
stimulus tape with a unique random order of speakers, a
cover letter with instructions for administering the trial
for the teacher, and 30 copies of the instruction and
response recording booklet, as well as a postage paid
mailing envelope for returning the completed response
booklets and cassette tape.

Before sending out each

packet, the particular order of stimulus speakers for each
university was recorded to aid sorting the response sheets
upon their return.
Packets were sent out in the middle of the spring
semester and most of them were completed and returned by
the end of the semester, and in one case at the end of the
first summer session.

Upon receiving the completed

materials from each university, each response booklet was
given an identification number and a university code, so
that the order of the response sheets could be indexed to
particular stimulus speakers.

Once all materials had been

received, the data were entered into an SPSS master file
for statistical analysis.
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I. Analysis

The analysis of the data received from each school
consisted primarily of testing for the significance of
differences between means of scores from the five
universities for a given descriptive dimension and a given
speaker's dialect.

As discussed in the previous section,

dialects are considered without regard to the readers's sex
because this was how dialect was regarded in the analysis
of television speech portrayals.
The frequency distributions for the demographic
variables of the students at the five universities are
given in Table 4-1.

While there are clear and significant

differences in the distributions of some of these
variables, it is still considered to be valid to maintain
that they are all distinguished from each other one the
basis of the prevailing local dialect and that this
difference will be at least as important in looking at the
response patterns as any noise that may have entered into
the patterns as a result of slight mismatching on other
variables.

Only respondents claiming English as the native

language and who clearly indicated that they either grew up
in or have spent a substantial amount of time in the area
in which they are going to school were retained for
analysis.

Of major importance is the fact that the

sampling procedure resulted in an overwhelmingly white,
middle class group of respondents.
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Since the sample sites were chosen to be widely
distant from each other, each university group was
considered independent;

that is, no group contained an

individual belonging to another group.

However, the

assumption of homogeneity of variance between experimental
groups required to perform the oneway analyses of variance
that were carried out in the previous chapter could not be
automatically maintained.

Instead, a nonparametric measure

for the significant differences between means was chosen,
the Kruskal-Wallis one-way analysis of variance by ranks
(Siegel 1956:184-193).

When significant differences were

found, the Bartlett test for homogeneity of variance was
applied.

If on the basis of this test the assumption of

homogeneity could be maintained, then the least significant
difference a posteriori test was used to specify which
means were significantly different from the others.
The results of the analyses are given by each
dimension along which the dialects were judged.

For each

dimension, the overall pattern of ranking is described,
then differences among schools are presented to highlight
patterns of agreement and disagreement for each dimension.

Results of the Analyses
Table 4-2 gives a summary of the means associated with
each university for each dialect type on the various
semantic differential dimensions.

Those dimensions along

which significant differences were found are detailed
below.

Neither the Masculine-Feminine nor Weak-Strong
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scales yielded significant differences overall, nor between
universities.

All assessments of significance were made at

the .05 confidence level.
For the first dimension Cold-Warm, a significant
overall difference was found between the Northern Midland
speakers (3.3) and the other two dialects (South Midland =
3.5, Black =3.6).

No significant differences were found

between universities on this dimension.
The Rural-Urban scale significantly differentiated all
three dialect types, with North Midland scoring 3.6, South
Midland 2.3, and Black rated 3.3,

Two universities, New

Hampshire and West Virginia, differed significantly from
the other three in their ratings for the North Midland
speaker (New Hampshire = 3.1, West Virginia = 3.1,
Texas-Austin = 3.8, Minnesota = 3.9, Boise State = 3.9).
The Rich-Poor contrast was highly significant in
differentiating all three dialects (North Midland = 2.7,
South Midland = 3.1, Black = 3.3).

The only significant

difference between universities was on the rating of the
North Midland speaker, where Texas-Austin rated the North
Midland speaker significantly less rich than did Minnesota
and Boise State (Texas-Austin = 2.9, Minnesota = 2.5, Boise
State = 2.6).
The Serious-Comic dimension was also powerful in
distinguishing speaker dialects across the universities
(North Midland = 2.3, South Midland = 2.7, Black = 3.0).
Again, the only differences were found in the rating of the
North Midland speakers, where Minnesota significantly
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differed from both West Virginia and Boise State (Minnesota
= 2.1, West Virginia = 2.5, Boise State = 2.7) eind Boise
State was distinguished from Texas-Austin (2.2).
Again, the Uneducated-Educated dimension evoked
significantly different means across the schools (North
Midland = 4.0, South Midland = 3.3, Black = 3.1).

No

significant differences between the groups could be
established due to violation of the homogeneity of variance
assumption.

Nevertheless, it is interesting to note that

West Virginia rated the South Midland speaker considerably
more educated than the other universities (West Virginia =
3.8, New Hampshire = 3.2, Texas-Austin = 3.3, Minnesota =
3.1, Boise State = 3.3).
On the "Bad Guy"-"Good Guy" dimension, only a slight
difference between North Midland (3.8) and Black (3.6) was
significant.

The only significant difference between

universities occurred in judging the North Midland dialect,
where West Virginia rated it significantly higher than
Texas-Austin or Minnesota (West Virginia = 4.1,
Texas-Austin = 3.7, Minnesota = 3.5).
The Attractive-Ugly dimension also produced a
significant difference in the overall comparison of North
Midland and Black (North Midland = 2.5, Black = 2.7).

No

statistically significant differences between university
rankings were found for any dialect, but it is interesting
to note that the two universities with close local ties to
South Midland, West Virginia and Texas-Austin, rated the
South Midland speaker the most attractive of all
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universities, while New Hampshire, situated dialectally at
the greatest remove from South Midland, gave the South
Midland speakers the least attractive rating (West Virginia
= 2.4, Texas-Austin = 2.3, New Hampshire = 2.8).
Smart-Dumb was another dimension along which all three
dialects were significantly distinguishable across
universities (North Midland = 2.2, South Midland = 2.6,
Black = 2.9).

Here again, there were no significant

differences between the rankings at the various schools.
The North-South dimension also yielded significantly
different means for the dialect types across universities
(North Midland = 2.0, South Midland = 4.0, Black = 3.1).
For the South Midland speakers, there was significant
disagreement separating West Virginia and Boise State from
the rest of the schools, as well as Texas-Austin from New
Hampshire (West Virginia = 3.5, Boise State = 3.5,
Texas-Austin = 4.1, Minnesota = 4.2, New Hampshire = 4.6).
The East-West dimension significantly differentiated
the South Midland dialect from the other two (South Midland
= 3.0, North Midland = 2.6, Black = 2.5).

For the North

Midland ratings there were also significant differences
between universities.

Boise State was significantly

different from all others, and in addition West Virginia
ranked North Midland significantly more eastern than did
Texas-Austin or Minnesota, and Minnesota ranked it
significantly more eastern than did New Hampshire (Boise
State = 3.5, Minnesota = 2.7, Texas-Austin = 2.7, New
Hampshire = 2.3, West Virginia = 2.0).
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III. Summary

Respondents expressed the overall sentiment that the
North Midland accent is most appropriately attached to a
slightly less warm personality than either South Midland or
Black accented characters.

It is interesting that none of

the northern "R-ful" universities, and particularly neither
Minnesota nor Boise State, seemed to rate this accent
higher out of "local loyalty."

It is also interesting to

note that this dimension was not significant in the
associational trend analysis.
Overall, respondents rated the North Midland accent as
the most urban, South Midland as about equally rural, and
the Black accent as slightly urban.

This accords with the

television message insofar as the North Midland-South
Midland relationship is concerned.

However, the

overwhelming association of black characters with urban
settings is not reflected in the respondents' ratings.

It

is also not clear why the New Hampshire and West Virginia
respondents should rate the North Midland accent as
virtually neutral on this scale compared with the other
regions.
All respondent regions rated the North Midland accent
as appropriate for rather wealthy characters, while the
South Midland accent was virtually neutral and the Black
accents was associated with rather poor characters.

This

dimension was not significant in the television message
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analysis and the Socio-Economic Status variable could not
be meaningfully analyzed, so the congruence between
respondents' sentiments and television portrayals remains
uncertain.

The difference between the respondents in

Austin and those in Minneapolis and Boise is interesting in
that it may reflect a tendency in the latter two locations
to attribute wealth to the dialect type most like the local
one.
The overall rating of the North Midland accent being
appropriate for more serious characters, the South Midland
accent for less serious ones, and Black characters neutral
on this dimension has no congruence with any established
patterns in the television character analysis.

The

differences observed between regions in rating the North
Midland accent defy interpretation.
A large difference was observed at all schools between
the relatively high education level appropriate for a
character with a North Midland accent and the much lower
levels for South Midland and Black accented characters.
This dimension has no direct connection with any of the
television dialect variables.

However, it is interesting

to note a hint of "local loyalty" to the South Midland
accent in the relatively high rating given to it on this
dimension by West Virginia respondents.
The slight difference noted between the relative
ranking of "goodness" for North Midland and Black accented
characters is not clearly reflected in the television
message analysis.

Indeed, one would have expected the
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South Midland accent to have been rated lower than it was
for some congruence to be established.

It is also not

clear why West Virginia respondents should have rated the
North Midland accent so much higher than either Minnesota
or Texas-Austin respondents.
The overall ranking of North Midland accent as being
suitable for a slightly more attractive character than a
Black accent fairly accurately reflects the situation
established in the television stereotyping analysis,
although in both instances the differences are quite small.
Of at least as much import is the nonsignificant but
explicable difference between the relatively high
attractiveness ratings given to the South Midland dialect
by West Virginia and Texas-Austin respondents and the
practically neutral rating given by the New Hampshire
respondents.

"Local loyalty" seems to be playing a role

here.
Respondents' rankings of accents across universities
on the Smart-Dumb scale is not reflected at all for white
characters in television portrayals, but is for blacks.
Here the Black accent is seen as practically neutral,
congruent with the rating for the Southern black variety on
television.

All schools rank the North Midland accent much

smarter than the Black accent, with the South Midland
accent falling somewhere in between, with no hint of "local
loyalty" in evidence.
Although neither the North-South nor East-West
variables were coded in the Cl analysis and so are not ~~
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available for comparison with regional assessments,
nevertheless I thought that the relative position of
responents in the country might have an effect on judgments
as to where certain accents were most fittingly to be found
cf. Preston 1982, 1986).

On the North-South dimension, the

North Midland and South Midland accents were considered
across universities to be about equally northern and
southern, respectively, while the Black accent was
considered neutral.

This is a fairly intuitive result for

placing the latter since it confirms the nature of Black
English as a social rather than regional dialect.

It is

interesting that Boise State and West Virginia should rate
the South Midland accent as being significantly less
southern than the two northernmost universities, Minnesota
and New Hampshire.

This is perhaps interpretable as

appealing to local knowledge that this accent can be heard
to a considerably northern extent in the United States,
particularly in West Virginia.

The Texas-Austin rating, on

the other hand, perhaps reflects an assumption that the
local dialect does not range much farther north than Texas.
The East-West assessment of appropriateness for
dialects again yields interesting patterns.

Overall, the

South Midland dialect was considered to be neutral, but
both North Midland and Black accents were judged quite
Eastern in character.

Here the Boise State ranking clearly

demonstrates a local knowledge that the North Midland
accent ranges to the Pacific Ocean.

The two most centrally

located universities, Minnesota and Texas-Austin, ranked
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this accent only slightly eastern, and the two easternmost
universities, West Virginia and New Hampshire, rated it the
most eastern of all regions.

This pattern seems to

indicate a factor of local experience with the North
Midland dialect together with a belief that it does not
extend much further to the west than where a respondent
happens to be situated in the country.

Why this should be

can perhaps be found in a tendency to clearly "western"
settings to be populated by South Midland speakers in the
mass media, a hypothesis that cannot be tested with this
data but which is supported by informal observation.
In passing it can be noted that this method for
locating dialects in an imaginary geographic space
complements that of Preston (1982, 1986).

I gave the

responents an audible stimulus of an actual dialect speaker
and asked them to place that dialect somewhere in the U.S.
using five-point scales in two dimensions, whereas Preston
gave out blank maps of the U.S. and asked his students to
indicate dialect areas on them.

Preston can gather much

more precise location data with his method, but he must
rely on the respondents' knowledge of dialect types without
aural prompting.

My method gives respondents a voice

rather than a label to deal with and may therefore jog
knowledge and associations that would otherwise have
remined untapped.

The most effective way to go about

constructing cognitive maps of linguistic regions of the
U.S. may be to combine a bit of both methods —

perhaps

letting the respondents fill in dialect areas on blank maps
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in response to a stimulus audiotape containing speakers of
different dialects and continue on when the tape is over,
filling in whatever dialect areas they can think of.
It is important to mention the possibility of an
ordering bias effect influencing the rating of speakers.
Due to the fact that only one tape was sent to each school,
no different ordering of speakers on the stimulus tape
could be compared with the one used for analysis to
determine whether a different order of speakers would have
resulted in significantly different rating of the speakers
by the same group of judges.

This should temper especially

the interpretation of any findings which appear to be
significantly out of the ordinary, such as the "local
loyalty" ratings.

In any case, until more trials of the

experiment can be run at each of the locations it will not
be possible to discount the possibility of bias in the
ordering of the speakers on the tapes.
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CHAPTER 5
DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSION

Summary
I return here to the two questions out of the several
posed by Pear about the influence of broadcast media on
language that were addressed in this research project.
First, liow far has television set up stereotypes of
American English dialects?

In the case of "network

English", it was shown that speakers of Northern "R-ful"
varieties of American English far out number those of other
dialects.

These varieties were also shown to be presented

in the most positive light as seen in the associations with
the kinds of character traits its speakers exhibit compared
with characters using other accents.
The Northern "R-ful" accent, television's "network
English" or the popular notion of "General American", is
contemporary, is spoken by characters who are most likely
to be professionals in the fields of entertainment, health,
education, and science, and by more attractive and
supportive characters.

These attributes tend to be

associated with northern "R-ful" speech among blacks as
well as whites.

But since there are many more white than

black speakers on television, this pattern is backgrounded.
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The other dialects present on television were so
scattered that they needed to be combined in order to
amount to enough cases for statistical analyses of
association with other variables.

Nevertheless, they make

up the other 25% of speech varieties on television, so
video speech styles are not quite so monolithically uniform
presented as has often been asserted.

The combined dialect

types, Northern "R-less" and Southern, are also associated
with certain character traits.

White Northern "R-lessu

characters are urban and disproportionately male, a finding
that agrees with both Fine and Anderson (1980) and Ellis
and Armstrong (1986).

It is also spoken by older people

and by those in service and law enforcement occupations or
who work in government, religion, or illegal activities.
Northern "R-less" characters tend to be "bad guys" more
often than Northern "R-ful" ones.
White Southern speakers are associated with the past
and with younger people.

These speakers are

disproportionately found in managerial positions and in the
military, as well as engaged in illegal activities.
also tend to be "bad guys", unfair and tall.

They

White

Southern speakers also do the most "g-dropping" of the
three white speech varieties.
Black Northern "R-less" characters are found in
entertainment and business occupations, and are stronger
than Northern "R-ful" blacks.

This variety, however,

"drops g's" the least frequently of black television speech
styles.

Black Southern characters tend to be involved in
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illegal activities and tend to be less smart and rational
than black Northern "R-ful" characters.

They also make use

of "g-dropping" more than other black characters.
The second question, how far audiences have accepted
these stereotypes as characterizing various kinds of
characters in the television world, cannot be so clearly
stated.

Overall, there was general congruence between the

observed television trend favoring Northern "R-ful" speech
ind the rating patterns across universities.

Even in those

cases where the results of the subjective response
experiment couldn't directly be compared with positive
findings from the content analysis, there too the Northern
"R-ful" accent was consistently rated more positively in
comparison with others.

However, in some cases there were

television message trends but no significant agreement
among respondents, and in yet others there were significant
respondent agreements where the television content analysis
could not determine any significant associations.

Among

these equivocal findings may be the factor of "solidarity,"
or loyalty to the local dialect, that is, ranking the
dialect closest to one's own more positively than other
dialect speakers would.
uniformly present.

However, this effect was not

Finally, in interpreting the findings

of the subjective reaction experiment it must be kept in
mind that the ordering of speakers on the stimulus tapes
may have introduced an uncontrolled bias into pattern of
responses given by the subjects.
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Directions for Future Research
In the television message analysis I took as the
fundamental relationship the association of a character
with one unique dialect type.

This was done by a crude

grouping of dialect types based on only two linguistic
variables in order to create sufficiently large groups to
be able to perform statistical analyses.

However, it might

also prove fruitful to look at more subtle distinctions
between dialect types by specifying more linguistic
variables per character.

This would probably preclude

global analyses such as the one performed here but might
allow for the detection and analysis of other interesting
linguistic behavior in television fiction.
For example, the phenomenon of code-switching —

in

this case, one character using one dialect in one situation
and another in a different circumstance —
explored.

might be

One instance I happened to notice seemed to be

quite revealing in terms of identity features expressed
through the use of one or the other of two dialects.

In

the episode of Dynasty analyzed for this project, two
characters are played by the same actress, Linda Evans.
One character, Krystle Carrington, is a very wealthy
socialite while the other, Rita, is an unknown actress in
(presumably) regional theater.

Rita has been hired to

stand in for Krystle as a double in a plan to kidnap
Krystle.

Rita speaks with a South Midland accent and is

shown in two or three scenes learning to act like Krystle,
including adopting Krystle's Northern "R-ful" accent.
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When

Rita is herself, she speaks Southern, but when she is
"Krystle" she speaks Northern "R-ful" (with some errors in
the initial stages of learning for comic effect).

Thus it

is possible to study how different dialects may be used by
one character to indicate identity changes that are
associated with particular character traits.

In this case,

the Rita character is associated not only with relatively
low socio-economic status but also with illegal activity
and a generally "bad guy" role.

Although these occasions

of code-switching within a character may be relatively
rare, they are nevertheless revealing and so warrant
investigation.

Thus, a "textual analysis" approach to the

study of dialect in television fiction can be complementary
to the content analysis approach taken here.
It is also important for understanding the
significance of dialect use on television to put television
fiction back in the context Of the programming that it is
embedded within.

Most viewers will see not only dramatic

programs but also commercials, news, public affairs,
sports, and other program types in some combination.

To

analyze the total message of television as it relates to
matters of dialect it will be important to investigate
dialect use patterns in these other types of programming as
well.

In so doing it will perhaps be necesssary to come up

with different ways to judge the prestige of speakers for
different program genres.

Nevertheless it should be

possible to do so in such a way that prestige valuation can
be compared and assessments made as whether the prestige
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marking effect of national television drama is furthered or
mitigated by other national programming or by locally
produced material.
Because of the difficulty in finding even approximate
figures for the actual distribution of dialects in the
U.S. it was not possible to calculation a comparison of the
representation of American English dialects on television
with their actual distibution in reality.

Thus the

conclusion of overrepresentation of the Northern "R-ful"
varieties on television is based on the patent
unreasonableness of the notion that 83 percent of all white
(and "other," excluding blacks) American English speaking
citizens of the U.S. are Northern "R-ful" accented.

It may

be possible to come up with an estimate of the actual
regional distribution of dialect types in the scope of
another research project.

This task would be quite

complex, however, given the continual shifts of
subpopulations, the overlapping of some dialect boundaries,
and the vertical "stacking" of social dialects within
regional dialect areas, indeed many of the same factors
enumerated by McDavid (presented in Chapter 2) to explain
the formation of the dialect boundaries that exist in the
U.S. today.
Turning to the further examination of how people may
be affected by the bias in representing dialects on
television, it may be useful here to recapitulate the
hypothesized dynamic of the process.

First, there must be

some imbalance in the portrayal of people shown using
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different dialects in such a way that it can be posited
that "prestige" accrues to one of multiple dialects in some
fashion.

In the case of drama I have taken prestige to be

marked when a particular dialect type tends to be spoken by
characters with positively valued traits.

In the present

study, prestige accrues to the Northern "R-ful" type based
on clear associations with generally positive values on the
variables analyzed.

In a country like the U.S. in which

there is no official standard dialect, this prestigious
drama dialect may gain acceptance as the prestige dialect
in the context of the nation as a whole.

Once such a

dialect has been established it may serve as a pan-regional
target toward which individuals tend in circumstances
requiring a more prestigious or self-conscious speech style
than would otherwise be used in casual interaction, for
example, in a job interview.

If this occurs equally in all

dialect regions of the country, there exists a situation in
which these "local standards," usually considered to be
autonomous entities, are actually derived from convergence
toward the mass media standard as much as from the local
vernacular.

In this way, the nationwide influence of

television representations of dialect may work their way
into local attitudes toward speech styles, including the
local variety.
It is important here to introduce two terms that have
proven useful in dealing with two opposed values that
people find in response to the opposition between an
imposed standard variety (language or dialect) and the
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local variety.

These are "status" —

variety for social advancement —

the value of a

and "solidarity" —

the

value of a variety for identification with a group (Ryan
1979:155).

"Low prestige" varieties persist in the face of

an imposed standard due to the value they have in the local
"linguistic market" as a means to satisfy the need to
express identification with a local group.

Woolard (1985)

has discussed how "status" and "solidarity" are important
to consider in understanding the competing sets of values
that exist in the relationship between "low prestige" (high
solidarity) Catalan and "high prestige" Castilian Spanish
in the bilingual region of Catalonia, Spain.
Given the results of the subjective reaction
experiment —

that the Northern "R-ful" variety was rated

relatively high on the dimensions that would suggest social
status, such as wealth and education, but fared relatively
poorly on a dimension like Warm-Cold —

it might be

warranted to refine the hypothesized dynamic of mass media
influence to say that the value the "consensus standard"
gains through television drama is prestige, and that the
solidarity value of the local variety may remain relatively
unaffected.

This may in some fashion account for the

sporadic relatively high valuing of the local dialect on
some dimensions, such as attractiveness.
Given this reformulation, it would be important to try
to understand how different.subpopulations within the local
population might differ with regard to the relative valuing
of the local dialect, and to find out what sort of
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non-local standards might be salient to each, before going
on to investigate how the mass media might influence them.
Some subgroups may be more subject than others to the mass
media message, and some may be hardly affected at all.

Cne

study might target those who take classes to "eradicate an
accent" (by which is presumably meant "replace it with
another more favored one") and through interviews probe to
find out the reasons why they want to change their accent.
In the course of the interview one might ask specific
questions about how the mass media figure in their
lifestyle and in their specific decision to take the class.
These people might be found to devalue the local dialect
more than others who are not thinking about learning new
speech habits.

This kind of information would be useful in

interpreting the responses of the college students tested
in the various parts of the country who may very well have
differed in this regard.
If more work with local subpopulations is to be done
in a design such as the one I adopted for this work, it
would be desirable to select more than one subpopulation to
examine, chosen on some theoretically motivated basis, such
as difference in media use patterns or attitude towards the
local dialect.

It is also very important to control as

much as possible the ordering bias that is always a
potential risk in presenting a sequence of stimuli to a
respondent.

This can be controlled (or at least detected)

by selecting at least two similar groups from each locale
to test using differently ordered stimuli.
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The mass media message system analyzed in the first
part of this study does not construct itself.

The observed

patterns of representation are a result of the activities
of many people performing various roles in the production
of a television program.

An "industry view" of the

processes by which certain dialects appear on certain
occasions in the mouths of certain characters would

be a

logical area for future exploration.

of

Several kinds

studies are possible to help answer the questions: What
are the important decisions regarding the use of dialect in
television programs, where in the process are they made,
and what choices are which participants allowed at given
points?
Focussing first on the role of the writer, one study
might be the examination of television scripts to see
whether there are any clues as to the linguistic behavior
of characters given either in the "stage directions" or in
the form of "eye dialect."

A shortcut method used by Turow

(1978, 1980) would be to examine the script "breakdowns" —
abstractions of character descriptions derived from scripts
that are used by talent agents to suggest possible parts to
«

their clients.

It is likely that any indications of

linguistic behavior in the script would be included in the
breakdown.

The presence of instructions regarding dialect

in the scripts or breakdowns could be checked with the use
of dialect in the actual episode to see whether the
writer's original specifications are followed.

This

procedure might provide a basis for the assessment of
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accuracy in the use of dialects in television fiction.

The

absence of instructions would be equally useful
information, since it might indicate a default dialect to
be used unless otherwise specified, namely Northern
"R-ful."

If it is found that there is a good deal of

dialect manipulation not signalled in the scripts it would
indicate that the role of the writer may not be so
important in determining the appearance of dialect in
television drama.
Other methods with which to study the various roles
involved in producing a television show and the influence
they may have on the speech styles used by actors are
interviewing and participant observation.

Through

interviews one could attempt to uncover and unpack such
concepts as "credibility" that are used in the discourse of
people who cast actors for parts as one criterion used in
choosing someone for a particular role.

Turow (1978:20)

found that "credibility" means "a caster's perception of
what most people think someone in a particular occupation
or role is like," i.e. how they should look and sound.
Turow's study focussed primarily on the standard
demographic characteristics of race, sex, age, etc., but it
seems feasible to expand such a study to investigate
casting decisions as they regard dialect as well.
Questions that might be asked include:

What are the

criteria for "credibility" regarding a match between a
character and a dialect?

If no dialect is specified in a

script, how is it determined how the actor should speak?
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Is dialect perhaps considered a fixed feature of some
actors' performances and variable for others?

When does an

actor's dialect preclude them from being considered for a
part?

How does one determine authenticity regarding hiring

an actor for a part with a specified dialect?

Other

questions could be geared toward investigating the
organizational factors that impinge on the amount of time a
casting director has to spend on hiring.

Tight schedules

might promote such practices as assuming that a part
implies the use of a default standard dialect unless
otherwise specified (to make up a plausible example).
Other participants in the process, particularly actors and
dialect coaches, could be interviewed to gain complementary
perspectives on the determination of speech style for
particular acting projects.
Using participant observation one might arrange to
"hang around" a set during a production to see whether
there are any exchanges between actors and other members of
the production staff —

including writers, directors,

producers, and dialogue or dialect coaches —
speech style.

regarding

How is an actor's performance speech style

influenced in the course of the production and by whom?

As

background research for these studies one might want to
look at the training of the participants in schools as
codified in text books and other didactic materials,.

For

example, are actor's taught a "proper" way to go about
deciding how to give a character a dialect?

Interviews may

also provide such background information as a guide in
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deciding where to look for pertinant interactions during
participant observation work.
Another aspect to explore in the institutional context
of mass media drama production is the dialectal provenance
of the various people who work there.

May the patterns we

find on television be a reflection of the dialectal
backgrounds of the people who work within the industry,
especially those with creative control?

It would be

interesting to examine the demographic characteristics of
those who have creative control over those few programs
that portray non-standard dialect speakers in realistic
ways.

A current example is the program Designing Women,

which features South Midland speakers in leading roles in a
continuing weekly series.

If it can be demonstrated that

Northern "R-ful" people are in creative control of the
programs that feature predominantly Northern "R-ful"
speakers one might be able to examine the situation in
terms of a "cultural hegemony" (Woolard 1985).

Thus the

institutional perspective allows one to investigate both
organizational pressures and the cultural backgrounds of
the participants to gain a "backstage" view of the
processes out of which the representational biases of
network television drama emerge.
Rounding out the perspectives that can be brought to
bear on the study of speech style representation is a
historical approach.

The conclusions about speech style

representation made in this research report are based on an
examination of only one year's programming.

Although the
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assumption that representational biases persist over many
years may not be that unreasonable, it still needs to be
demonstrated that the Northern "R-ful" bias in network
dramatic programming has continued over decades (at least)
in order to have an effect on the speech community.

Since

the Cultural Indicators archives date back to the late
1960's, it would be possible to do a comparison across two
decades with the same procedure used in this research.
Other data bases, for example, the collections of the
Museum of Broadcasting in New York City, might provide a
useful population of programs from which to construct
appropriately chosen samples of fictional programming.

The

speech of characters could be transcribed and the
characters' traits coded using a scheme congruent with that
of the Cultural Indicators system.

With the historical

perspective that such a study could provide, one might even
be able to draw some conclusions about possible
relationships between change (if any) in the prestige
dialect features in mass media drama and observed trends in
the U.S. speech community.
other?

Does one tend to lead the

The answer to this question would give important

evidence as to the validity of the hypothesized dynamic of
mass media influence on the speech community.
The historical perspective may also be used to
investigate how the history of broadcasting and the history
of theater in America may have had some influence on the
early conventions used for marking characters' speech
styles in dramatic productions.

Since dialect was not a
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problem for mass media until the 1920's with radio and the
1930's with film, these transition years would certainly be
very interesting ones to look at.

There are doubtless

stories of actors who were forced to leave show business
due to the inappropriateness of their dialects when they
came to be heard as well as seen with the advent of the
sound film.

Also, it is conceivable that the early years

of sound mass media witnessed a struggle between "R-ful"
and "R-less" Northern varieties of American English.

The

latter are still to some extent associated with wealth and
education in the New England area today, and were probably
as prestigious if not more so than "R-ful" varieties at the
turn of the century.

One might also look to the

predominantly Northern "R-ful" locations of the development
and implementation of the technologies of and organizations
supporting the mass media in the United States to begin to
guess why Southern varieties weren't in as favorable
positions to compete as potential "consensus standard"
varieties for use in radio, television or film.

Conclusion
In this research project I have presented a working
hypothesis focussing on the role of dramatic programming as
a component of the mass media's influence on the speech
community within which it functions.

The crucial element

in the context of mass media drama is the prestige marking
function of associating a particular dialect with
relatively positive valuing by presenting it to mass media
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consumers as being spoken by characters that score
relatively highly on several character trait dimensions.
Following a program for investigating this process set
forth by T. H. Pear (1931) I developed a method for
analyzing the television drama message with regard to
dialect and concluded that Northern "R-ful" varieties are
not only grossly overrepresented compared to other American
English dialects but are also clearly marked as prestigious
for all characters, both white and black.

I also carried

out a small scale, "straw poll" evaluational reaction
experiment in which college students in different dialect
regions appeared to be in general agreement with the
television message.
Finally, I have taken an initial step in pointing out
the significance of studying the mass media's role in
promoting a "consensus standard" dialect in the United"
States and perhaps also in establishing a global "consensus
standard" in the English speaking world community through
the exportation of American English television programs and
films (McCrum, Cran, and MacNeii 1986:31-35).

In bringing

together perspectives from both sociolinguistics and mass
media studies I hope not only to have contributed to
establishing some useful theoretical and methodological
bases for continuing the investigation of speech
representation in the mass media, but also to have
justified the inclusion of such investigations in the
growing body of theory and research focussing on the
relations between language, mass media, and society.
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TABLE 3-1
Linguistic Variables Used In Speech Variety Analysis
Variable

Token Type Counted

Examples

VR1

"R-ful"

"car" [kar]

VR2

"R-less"

"car" [ka]

All

Low-central "ai"

"fine" [fain]

AI2

Low-front "ai"

"fine" [fan]

AU1

Low-front "au"

"house" [haus]

AU2

Mid-front "au"

"house" [haeus]

INI

High vowel "-ing"

"coming" [kami*)]
"coming" [kamin]

IN2

Low vowel "-ing"

"coming" [kam*n]
"coming" [kaman]

TH1

Fricative "th"

"these" [$iz]
"thanks" [fiatnks]

TH2

Stop "th"

"these" [diz]
"thanks" [taenks]

AW1

Unrounded "aw"

"coffee" [kafi]

AW2

Rounded "aw"

"coffee" [kofi]

ER1

Unconverged "er"

"Mary" [meiri]
"marry" [maeri]

ER2

Converged mid-front "er"

"Mary" [mfcri]
"marry" [mtri]
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TABLE 3-2
Agreement Between Original Transcription and
Independent Transcription of 150-Word Sample

Variable
VR
AI
AU
IN
TH
AW
ER

# of Tokens

# of Errors

32
24
9
3
22
6
1

%
Agreement

0
0
2
0
0
1
0
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1.00
1.00
.77
1.00
1.00
.83
1.00

TABLE 3-3A
Frequency Distribution of Sex (All Characters)
Sex

%

Cannot code
Male
Female
Total

0.1
67.8
32.1
100.0
(1143)

TABLE 3-3B
Frequency Distribution of Social Age (All Characters)
Social Age

%

Cannot code
0.4
Child and adolescent 8.0
Yound adult
26.1
Settled adult
63.4
Elderly
2.0
Total

100.0
(1143)

TABLE 3-3C
Frequency Distribution of Race (All Characters)
Race
Cannot code
White
Black
Oriental
Indian
Total

%
0.3
85.2
12.8
1.5
0.3
100.0
(1143)
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TABLE 3-3D
Frequency Distribution of Nationality (All Characters)
Nationality
Cannot code
U.S.
Other
Total

%
3.7
91.4
4.9
100.0
(1143)
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TABLE 3-4
Representation of Race and Sex in Prime Time
Television Drama (Fall 1985)
All
Characters
%
Male
Female
Total

White
Male
Female

59.2
26.2

Black
Male
Female

7.6
5.2

Oriental
Male
Female

0.9
0.6

Indian
Male
Female

0.2
0.1

Total

Major
Characters
%

67.9
32.1

64.0
36.0

100.0
(1140)

100.0
(211)

85.4

85.3
55.0
30.3

12.8

14.2
8.5
5.7

1.5

0.5
0.0
0.5

0.3

0.0
0.0
0.0

100.0
(1140)

100.0
(211)
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TABLE 3-5
Comparison of Frequency Distributions of Sex and Race
m the U.S and On Prime Time Television (1985)
u .S . Census
%

100.0
(238,740)(a)

Total

84.9
15.1

Whites
Non-Whites

100.0
(238,740)(a)

Total

White Males
Non-White Males
White Females
Non-White Females
Total

67.8
32.1

48.7
51.4

Males
Females

Prime Time Characters
Index
%

41.5
7.2
43.5
7.9
100.0
(238,740)(a)

139.2
62.5

100.0
(1143)
85.2
14.5

100.4
96.0

100.0
(1143)
59.1
8.7
26.2
5.9

142.4
120.8
60.2
74.7

100.0
(1143)

Source: Statistical Abstract of the United States: 1987,
107th ed. U.S. Bureau of the Census. Washington, DC.
(a) In thousands.
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TABLE 3-6A
Distribution of Characters on Post-Vocalic "VR" Index

Value Range
0.0-0.1
0.1-0.2
0.2-0.3
0.3-0.4
0.4-0.5
0.5-0.6
0.6-0.7
0.7-0.8
0.8-0.9
0.9-1.0
Total

White and Other
%

Black
%

All
%

1.1
0.9
1.9
2.3
2.4
2.7
3.9
6.0
13.5
65.3

4.5
5.4
7.1
9.8
11.6
8.0
10.7
11.6
10.7
20.5

1.6
1.5
2.7
3.3
3.7
3.4
4.8
6.9
13.0
59.0

100.0
(698)

100.0
(112)

100.0
(813)

TABLE 3-6B
Distribution of Characters on Low -Central "AI1' Index

Value Range
0.0-0.1
0.1-0.2
0.2-0.3
0.3-0.4
0.4-0.5
0.5-0.6
0.6-0.7
0.7-0.8
0.8-0.9
0.9-1.0
Total

White and Other
%

Black
%

All
%

0.3
0.3
0.2
1.2
0.8
0.6
1.5
1.8
4.6
88.6

2.0
3.9
3.9
2.0
14.7
11.8
9.8
8.8
16.7
26.5

0.5
0.8
0.7
1.3
2.7
2.1
2.7
2.8
6.2
80.2

100.0
(649)

100.0
(102)

100.0
(754)
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TABLE 3-GC
Distribution of Characters on Mid-Front "AU" Index

Value Range
0.0-0.1
0.1-0.2
0.2-0.3
0.3-0.4
0.4-0.5
0.5-0.6
0.6-0.7
0.7-0.8
0.8-0.9
0.9-1.0
Total

White and Other
%

Black
%

All
%

0.7
0.2
0.5
2.3
0.5
1.4
3.8
8.8
9.7
72.3

0.0
0.0
1.4
1.4
1.4
0.0
4.3
2.9
7.2
72.3

0.6
0.2
0.6
2.1
0.6
1.2
3.9
8.0
9.3
73.6

100.0
(444)

100.0
(69)

100.0
(515)

TABLE 3-6D
Distribution of Characters on High "IN" Index

Value Range
0.0-0.1
0.1-0.2
0.2-0.3
0.3-0.4
0.4-0.5
0.5-0.6
0.6-0.7
0.7-0.8
0.8-0.9
0.9-1.0
Total

White and Other
%

Black
%

All
%

8.7
2.1
4.0
6.1
5.0
3.4
7.7
10.8
6.1
46.2

19.0
9.5
4.8
9.5
1.6
6.3
6.3
14.3
11.1
17.5

10.2
3.2
4.1
6.5
4.5
3.8
7.4
11.3
6.8
42.2

100.0
(379)

100.0
(63)

100.0
(443)
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TABLE 3-6E
Distribution of Characters on Fricative "TH" Index

Value Range
0.0-0.1
0.1-0.2
0.2-0.3
0.3-0.4
0.4-0.5
0.5-0.6
0.6-0.7
0.7-0.8
0.8-0.9
0.9-1.0
Total

White and Other
%

Black
%

All
%

0.0
0.2
0.3
0.3
1.3
0.3
2.4
6.1
14.8
74.4

1.0
0.0
1.0
1.0
3.9
2.9
15.7
11.8
18.6
44.1

0.1
0.1
0.4
0.4
1.6
0.7
4.2
6.8
15.3
70.2

100.0
(628)

100.0
(102)

100.0
(732)

TABLE 3-6F
Distribution of Characters on Unrounded "AW" Index

Value Range
0.0-0.1
0.1-0.2
0.2-0.3
0.3-0.4
0.4-0.5
0.5-0. 6
0.6-0.7
0.7-0.8
0.8-0.9
0.9-1.0
Total

White and Other
%

Black
%

All
%

2.0
2.2
3.0
7.3
10.0
6.5
12.6
13.6
16.9
25.8

3.8
2.6
14.1
15.4
12.8
12.8
7.7
9.0
5.1
16.7

2.3
2.3
4.5
8.4
10.3
7.5
12.1
12.9
15.2
24.5

100.0
(492)

100.0
(78)

100.0
(572)
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TABLE 3-6G
Distribution of Characters on Unconverged ''ER'* Index

Value Range
0.0-0.1
0.1-0.2
0.2-0.3
0.3-0.4
0.4-0.5
0.5-0.6
0.6-0.7
0.7-0.8
0.8-0.9
0.9-1.0
Total

White and Other
%

Black
%

All
%

66.8
8.6
6.7
9.7
3.4
0.7
2.2
1.9
0.0
0.0

60.5
4.7
14.0
7.0
4.7
0.0
4.7
0.0
0.0
4.7

65.7
8.0
7.7
9.3
3.8
0.6
2.6
1.6
0.0
0.6

100.0
(268)

100.0
(43)

100.0
(312)
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TABLE 3-7
Criteria for Assigning Characters to Dialect Varieties
Dialect Variety

Variable

Index Criteria

Coastal Southern

VR
AI

< 0.5
< 0.5

South Midland

VR
AI

> 0.5
< or = 0.5

North Midland

VR
AI
AU

> 0.5
> 0.5
< or = 0.5

Inland Northern

VR
AI
AU

> 0.5
> 0.5
> 0.5

Eastern New England

VR
AI
TH

< or = 0.5
> 0.5
> 0.5

New York City

VR
AI
TH

< or = 0.5
> 0.5
< or = 0.5

General Northern "R-ful"

VR
AI

> 0.5
> 0.5

General Northern "R-less"

VR
AI

< or = 0.5
> 0.5
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TABLE 3-3A
Frequency Distribution of Dialect Varieties Spoken by
Prime Time TV Fictional Characters (.50 Criterion)
Dialect Variety

%
24.8
0.7
2.8
3.3
57.3
2.4
7.7
1.0

General Northern "R-ful"
General Northern "R-less"
South Midland
Coastal Southern
Inland Northern
North Midland
Eastern New England
New York City

100.0
(717)

Total

TABLE 3-8B
Frequency Distribution of Dialect Varieties Spoken by
Prime Time TV Fictional Characters (.66 Criterion)
Dialect Variety

%

General Northern "R-ful"
General Northern "R-less"
South Midland
Coastal Southern
Inland Northern
North Midland
Eastern New England
New York City

22.3
0.8
3.9
6.1
48.7
4.5
11.7
2.0

Total

100.0
(717)
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TABLE 3-9A
Codability of Character Dialect Variety by Sex
Codability

Male

Female

Codable
Not Codable

59.6
40.4

69.2
30.8

100.0
(775)

100.0
(367)

Total

TABLE 3-9B
Codability of Character Dialect Variety by Race
Codability
Codable
Not Codable
Total

White and Other

Black

62.1
37.9

66.4
33.6

100.0
(994)

100.0
(146)
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TABLE 3-10A
Frequency Distribution of Character's Program Time
Time of Program

%
3.1
9.0
86.4
0.5
0.9

Before 1900
WWII to 1965
Present
Future
Other
Total

100.0
(1143)

TABLE 3-10B
Frequency Distribution of Character's Program Setting
Program Setting

..

None shown
Urban
Small town
Uninhab ited/mob i1e
Mixed

%

-

~

1.9
73.5
11 e6
4.0
8.9
100.0
(1143)

Total

TABLE 3-10C
Frequency Distribution of Character's Program Tone
Program Tone
Comic
Mixed
Serious
Total

%
6.1
21.7
72.2
100.0
(1143)
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TABLE 3-11A
Frequency Distribution of Character's Social Age
Social Age

%

Cannot code
Child/adolescent
Young adult
Settled adult
Elderly

0.4
8.0
26.1
63.4
2.0

Total

100.0
(1143)

TABLE 3-11B
Frequency Distribution of Character's Employment
Employment
None/mixed
Professional
Manager
Clerical
Sales
Craft
Service
Laborer
Military
Law enforcement
Total

%
43.3
17.1
5.6
2.7
0.3
1.6
10.1
1.4
1.6
16.2
100.0
(1143)
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TABLE 3■”11C
Frequency Distribution of Character's Field of Activity
Field of Activity
Cannot code
Entertainment
Farming
Business
Government
Health
Education
Science
Religion
Illegal
Total

%
31.1
5.8
0.6
20.0
24.0
5.5
5.2
0.8
1.1
5.9
100.0
(1143)
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TABLE 3-12A
Frequency Distribution of Character Type
Character Type
Cannot code
Good guy
Mixed
Bad guy

%
3.1
22.1
62.8
12.0
100.0
(1143)

Total

TABLE 3-12B
Frequency Distribution of Character's Success
Success
Cannot code
Clear success
Mixed
Clear failure
Total

%
3.2
20.8
57.6
18.4
100.0
(1143)

TABLE 3-12C
Frequency Distribution of Character's Violent Behavior
Violent Behavior

%

Does not commit violence
Commits nonfatal violence
Commits fatal violence

79.9
17.5
2.6

Total

100.0
(1143)
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TABLE 3-12D
Frequency Distribution of Character's Victimization
Victimization

%

Does not suffer violence
Suffers nonfatal violence
Killed
Total

73.8
22.6
3.7
100.0
(1143)
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TABLE 3-13A
Frequency Distribution of Character's Role
Character Role
Light/comic
Mixed
Serious
Total

%
6.2
26.1
67.8
100.0
(211)

TABLE 3-13B
Frequency Distribution of Character's Criminal Behavior
Criminal Behavior
Does not commit a crime
Commits a crime
Total

%
84.4
15.6
100.0
(211)

TABLE 3-13C
Frequency Distribution of Character's Socio-Economic Status
Socio-Economic Status
Cannot code
Clearly upper class
Mixed
Total

%
1.9
9.0
89.1
100.0
(211)
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TABLE 3-14
Three-Way Categorization of Dialect Type

Dialect Type
Northern "R-ful"
Northern "R-less"
Southern

White
%

Black
%

Total
%

82.7
12.6
4.7

29.9
25.8
44.3

75.5
14.4
10.1

100.0
(617)

100.0
(97)

100.0
(714)

TABLt! 3-15A
Time of Program by Dialect Type (White Characters)

Time of Program
Past
Present
•Total

Northern
"R-ful"
o.

Northern
"R-less"
%

Southern
%

5.4
94.6

11.7
88.3

41.9
58.1

100.0
(498)

100.0
(77)

100.0
(31)

*6

TABLE 3-15B
Time of Program by Dialect Type (Black Characters)

Time of Program
Past
Present
Total

Northern
"R-ful"
%

Northern
"R-less"
%

Southern
%

17.2
82.8

8.0
92.0

20.0
80.0

100.0
(29)

100.0
(25)

100.0
(45)
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TABLE 3-16A
Setting of Program by Dialect Type (White Characters)

Setting of Program
Urban
Mixed
Rural/mobile
Total

Northern
"R-ful”
%

Northern
"R-less"
%

Southern
%

72.8
9.9
17.2

77.6
6.6
15.8

51.6
35.5
12.9

100.0
(493)

100.0
(76)

100.0
(31)

TABLE 3-16B
Setting of Program by Dialect Type (Black Characters)

Setting of Program
Urban
Mixed
Rural/mobile
Total

Northern
"R-ful"
%

Northern
"R-less"
%

Southern
%

96.6
0.0
3.4

95.8
4.2
0.0

95.6
4.4
0.0

100.0
(29)

100.0
(24)

100.0
(45)
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TABLE 3-17A
Tone of Program by Dialect Type (White Characters)

Tone of Program
Comic
Mixed
Serious
Total

Northern
•'R-ful1'
%

Northern
"R-less"
%

Southern
%

6.3
19.8
73.9

9.0
11.5
79.5

3.2
6.5
90.3

100.0
(510)

100.0
(78)

100.0
(31)

TABLE 3-17B
Tone of Program by Dialect Type (Black Characters)

Tone of Program
Comic
Mixed
Serious
Total

Northern
"R-ful"
%

Northern
"R-less"
%

Southern
%

3.4
48.3
48.3

20.0
24.0
56.0

11.1
33.3
55.6

100.0
(29)

100.0
(25)

100.0
(45)
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TABLE 3-18A
Sex of Character by Dialect Type (White Characters)

Sex of Character
Male
Female

01
(D
X

Total

Total

Northern
"R-less"
.%

Southern
%

62.0
38.0

88.5
11.5

64.5
35.5

100.0
(510)

100.0
(78)

100.0
(31)

TABLE 3-18B
of Character by Dialect Type (Black Characters)

Sex of Character
Male
Female

Northern
"R-ful"
%

Northern
"R-ful"
%

Northern
"R-less"
%

Southern
%

55.2
44.8

68.0
32.0

55.6
44.4

100.0
(29)

100.0
(25)

100.0
(45)
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TABLE 3-19A
Social Age of Character by Dialect Type (White Characters)

Social Age

Northern
"R-ful"
%

Child/adolescent
Young adult
Settled adult/elderly
Total

Northern
"R-less11
%

Southern
%

7.6
22.5
69.8

1.3
12.8
85.9

6.7
30.0
63.3

100.0
(510)

100.0
(78)

100.0
(30)

TABLE 3-19B
Social Age of Character by Dialect Type (Black Characters)

Social Age

Northern
"R—ful"
%

Child/young adult
Settled adult/elderly
Total

Northern
"R-less"
%

Southern
%

44.8
55.2

36.0
64.0

45.5
54.5

100.0
(29)

100.0
(25)

100.0
(44)
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TABLE 3-20A
Character Type by Dialect Type (White Characters)

Character Type
Good guy
Mixed
Bad guy
Total

Northern
"R-ful'•
%

Northern
"R-less"
%

Southern
%

29.2
60.0
10.8

35.9
47.4
16.7

29.0
41.9
29.0

100.0
(507)

100.0
(78)

100.0
(31)

TABLE 3-20B
Character Type by Dialect Type (Black Characters)

Character Type

Northern
"R-ful"
%

Northern
"R-less"
%

Southern
%

Good guy
Mixed/bad guy

44.8
55.2

40.0
60.0

31.1
68.9

100.0
(29)

100.0
(25)

100.0
(45)

Total
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TABLE 3-21
Personality Dimension Means (Major Characters)
Repulsive <-l-2-3-4-5-> Attractive
White
Black
Northern "R-ful"
Northern "R-less"
Southern

3.5
2.9
2.9

3.9
3.4
3.1

White

Black

3.3
3.3
2.4

3.6
3.4
3.1

Unfair <-l-2-3-4-5-> Fair
Northern "R-ful"
Northern "R-less"
Southern

Unsociable <-l-2-3-4-5-> Sociable
White
Black
Northern "R-ful"
Northern "R-less"
Southern

3.6
3.5
3.1

3.6
3.7
3.6

White

Black

3.3
3.4
2.7

3.3
3.0
2.9

White

Black

3.3
3.4
3.1

3.0
3.6
3.2

Cold <-l-2-3-4-5-> Warm
Northern "R-ful"
Northern "R-less"
Southern
Weak <-l-2-3-4-5-> strong
Northern "R-ful"
Northern "R-less"
Southern
I

A
i
in
i
i
m
1

CM

Powerless <-l-

Northern "R-ful"
Northern "R-less"
Southern

Potent
White
3.4
3.5
3.3

Black
3.1
3.6
3.4
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TABLE 3-21 (Continued)
Short <-l-2-3-4-5-> Tall
White

Black

3.1
3.1
3.4

3.3
2.9
3.0

White

Black

3.5
3.2
3.1

3.7
3.3
3.1

Northern "R-ful"
Northern "R-less"
Southern
Stupid <-X-2-3-4-5-> Smart
Northern "R-ful"
Northern "R-less"
Southern

Irrational <-l-2-3-4-5-> Rational
White
Black
Northern "R-ful"
Northern "R-less"
Southern

3.3
3.3
2.9

Unstable <-l-2-3-4-5-> Stable
White
Northern "R-ful"
Northern "R-less"
Southern

3.2
3.3
3.3

Bungling <-l-2-3-4-5-> Efficient
White
Northern "R-ful"
Northern "R-less"
Southern

3.4
3.1
3.1

Feminine <-l-2-3-4-5-> Masculine
White
Northern "R-ful"
Northern "R-less"
Southern

3.0
3.5
3.4

3.6
3.3
2.9

Black
3.4
3.6
3.1

Black
3.1
3.1
3.0

Black
3.1
3.3
2.7
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TABLE 3-21 (Continued)
Elderly <-1-2-■3-4-5-> Youthful
White
Northern "R-ful''
Northern "R-less"
Southern

3.1
2.9
3.3

Unhappy <-1-2-■3-4-5-> Happy
White
Northern "R-ful"
Northern "R-less"
Southern

Black
3.0
3.3
3.1

Black

2.8
2.8
2.9

3.0
3.0
2.9

White

Black

3.1
3.2
3.0

3.0
3.0
2.9

White

Black

3.3
3.2
3.7

3.0
3.3
3.0

Poor <-1—2-3-4-5-> Rich
Northern "R-ful"
Northern "R-less"
Southern
Dirty <-1-2-3—4—5—> Clean
Northern "R-ful"
Northern "R-less"
Southern

violent <-1—2-3-4-5-> :Peaceful
White
Northern "R-ful"
Northern "R-less"
Southern

3.1
2.9
2.5

Black
2.7
2.9
3.0

Unsupportive <-l-2-3-4 -5-> Supportive
White
Black
Northern "R-ful"
Northern "R-less"
Southern

3.7
3.5
3.0

4.0
3.6
3.4
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TABLE 3-22
"-ing" Value by Race of Character

"-ing" Value
Low
Mid
High
Total

White
%

Black
%

26.4
27.7
45.9

46.0
36.5
17.5

100.0
(379)

100.0
(63)

TABLE 3-23A
"-ing" Value by Time of Program (White Characters)

"-ing" Value

Past
%

Low
Mid
High

54.2
29.2
16.7

24.9
28.1
47.0

100.0
(24)

100.0
(349)

Total

Present
%

TABLE 3-23B
"-ing" Value by Time of Program (Black Characters)

"-ing" Value"

Past
%

Low
Mid
High

33.3
55.6
11.1

48.1
33.3
13.5

100.0
(9)

100.0
(54)

Total

Present
%
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TABLE 3-24A
"-ing" Value by Sex of Character (White Characters)

"-ing" Value

Male
%

Female
%

Low
Mid
High

34.3
33.9
31.8

12.4
16.8
70.8

100.0
(242)

100.0
(137)

Total

TABLE 3-24B
"-ing1" Value by Sex of Character (Black Charcters)

"-ing" Value

Male
%

Female
%

Low
Mid
High

60.5
31.6
7.9

24.0
44.0
32.0

100.0
(38)

100.0
(25)

Total
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TABLE 3-25A
"-ing" Value by Social Age (White Characters)

"-ing" Value
LOW

Mid
High
Total

Child &
Young
Adult
%

Settled
Adult &
Elderly
%

35.6
26.0
38.5

22.6
28.5
48.9

100.0
(104)

100.0
(274)

TABLE 3-25B
"-ing" Value by Social Age (Black Characters)

"-ing" Value
Low
Mid
High
Total

Child &
Young
Adult
%

Settled
Adult &
Elderly
%

54.2
37.5
8.3

42.1
34.2
23.7

100.0
(24)

100.0
(38)
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TABLE 3-26A
"-ing" Value by Character Type (White Characters)

"-ing" Value
Low
Mid
High
Total

Good Guy
%

Mixed
%

Bad Guy
%

29.1
28.4
42.6

19.7
26.9
53.4

47.7
29.5
22.7

100.0
(141)

100.0
(193)

100.0
(44)

TABLE 3-26B
"-ing" Value by Character Type (Black Characters)

"-ing" Value
Low
Mid
High
Total

Good Guy
%

Mixed
%

Bad Guy
%

35.7
46.4
17.9

51.7
27.6
20.7

66.7
33.3
0.0

100.0
(28)

100.0
(29)

100.0
(6)
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TABLE 3-27A
"-ing" Value by Violent Activity (White Characters)

"-ing" Value
Low
Mid
High
Total

Does not
commit Commits
violence violence
%
%
18.9
29.8
51.3

46.2
22.1
31.7

100.0
(275)

100.0
(104)

TABLE 3-27B
"-ing" Value by Violent Activity (Black Characters)

"-ing" Value
Low
Mid
High
Total

Does not
commit Commits
violence violence
%
%
36.7
40.8
22.4

78.6
21.4
0.0

100.0
(49)

100.0
(14)
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TABLE 3-2 8A
"-ing" Value by Victimization (White Characters)

"-ing" Value
Low
Mid
High
Total

Does not
suffer Suffers
violence violence
%
%
18.5
27.8
53.6

41.2
27.5
31.3

100.0
(248)

100.0
(131)

TABLE 3-28B
"-ing" Value by Victimization (Black Characters)

"-ing" Value
Low
Mid
High
Total

Does not
suffer Suffers
violence violence
%
%
39.5
37.2
23.3

60.0
35.0
5.0

100.0
(43)

100.0
(20)
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TABLE 3-29A
"-ing" Value by Dialect Type (White Characters)

"-ing" Value
Low
Mid
High
Total

Northern Northern
"R-ful" "R-less" Southern
%
%
%
23.4
27.5
49.1

30.2
32.6
37.2

76.5
17.6
5.9

100.0
(316)

100.0
(43)

100.0
(17)

TABLE 3-29B
"-ing" Value by Dialect Type (Black Characters)

"-ing" Value
Low
Mid
High
Total

Northern Northern
"R-ful" "R-less" Southern
%
%
%
23.5
58.8
17.6

52.9
11.8
35.3

55.2
37.9
6.9

100.0
(17)

100.0
(17)

100.0
(29)
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TABLE 4-1A
Mean Age of Respondent
Overall

24.2

West Virginia
Boise State
Minnesota
New Hampshire
Texas-Austin

24.1
27.3
23.9
21.3
24.7

TABLE 4-IB
Mean Hours of Television Viewing
Overall
West Virginia
Boise State
Minnesota
New Hampshire
Texas-Austin

2.0
2.0
2.1
1.5
2.2
2.1
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TABLE 4-1C
Race/Ethnicity of Respondent
Race/Ethnicity

White
Black
Hispanic
Asian
Total

White
Black
Hispanic
Asian
Total

%

%

%

Overall

West Virginia

Boise State

93.7
2.4
3.1
0.8

100.0
0.0
0.0
0.0

100.0
0.0
0.0
0.0

100.0
(127)

100.0
(26)

100.0
(20)

Minnesota

New Hampshire

Texas-Austin

93.3
3.3
0.0
3.3

96.0
0.0
4.0
0.0

80.8
7.7
11.5
0.0

100.0
(30)

100.0
(25)

100.0
(26)

TABLE 4-ID
Sex of Respondent
Sex

%

%

%

Overall

West Virginia

Boise State

Male
Female

38.6
61.4

34.6
65.4

40.0
60.0

Total

100.0
(127)

100.0
(26)

100.0
(20)

Minnesota

New Hampshire

Texas-Austin

Male
Female

56.7
43.3

24.0
76.0

34.6
65.4

Total

100.0
(30)

100.0
(25)

100.0
(26)
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TABLE 4-IE
Respondent's Year in College
Year in College

Freshman
Sophomore
Junior
Senior
Grad student
Total

Freshman
Sophomore
Junior
Senior
Grad student
Total

%

%

%

Overall

West Virginia

Boise State

7.1
5.5
19.7
44.1
23.6

11.5
7.7
15.4
42.3
23.1

30.0
20.0
25.0
15.0
10.0

100.0
(127)

100.0
(26)

100.0
(20)

Minnesota

New Hampshire

Texas-Austin

0.0
0.0
13.3
50.0
36.7

0.0
4.0
28.0
64.0
4.0

0.0
0.0
19.2
42.3
38.5

100.0
(30)

100.0
(25)

100.0
(26)
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TABLE 4-IF
Respondent's Regional Membership
Regional
Membership

%

%

%

Overall

West Virginia

Boise State

72.4
19.7
7.9

61.5
26.9
11.3

65.0
25.0
10.0

100.0
(127)

100.0
(26)

100.0
(20)

Minnesota

New Hampshire

Local
Outside
Mixed
Total

Local
Outside
Mixed
Total

Texas-Austin

93.3
6.7
0.0

64.0
24.0
12.0

73.1
19.2
7.7

100.0
(30)

100.0
(25)

100.0
(26)

TABLE 4-1G
Native English Speaker Status
Speaker Status

%

%

%

Overall

West Virginia

Boise State

0.8
96.9
2.4

0.0
100.0
0.0

0.0
100.0
0.0

100.0
(127)

100.0
(26)

100.0
(20)

Minnesota

New Hampshire

No answer
Native speaker
Non-native
Total

No answer
Native speaker
Non-native
Total

Texas-Austin

0.0
96.7
3.3

4.0
96.0
0.0

0.0
92.3
7.7

100.0
(30)

100.0
(25)

100.0
(26)
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TABLE 4-1H
Respondent's Family Income
Family Income

No answer
< $20,000
$20-30,000
$30-40,000
$40-50,000
$50-60,000
> $60,000
Total

No answer
< $20,000
$20-30,000
$30-40,000
$40-50,000
$50-60,000
> $60,000
Total

%

%

%

Overall

West Virginia

Boise State

2.4
11.8
11.8
18.1
13.4
13.4
29.1

0.0
15.4
19.2
11.5
7.7
11.5
34.6

0.0
25.0
5.0
35.0
10.0
5.0
20.0

100.0

100.0

100.0

Minnesota

New Hampshire

Texas-Austin

3.3
10.0
16.7
23.3
20.0
10.0
16.7

4.0
4.0
8.0
12.0
20.0
8.0
44.0

3.8
7.7
7.7
11.5
7.7
30.8
30.8

100.0
(30)

100.0
(25)

100.0
(26)
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TABLE 4-2
Summary of Means for Dialect Speakers
Cold C-l-2-3-4 -5-> Warm
Overall
North Midland
South Midland
Black

West Virginia

Boise State

3.3
3.5
3.6

3.4
3.5
3.6

3.4
3.2
3.5

Minnesota

New Hampshire

Texas-Austin

3.1
3.7
3.6

3.3
3.6
3.6

3.2
3.5
3.7

West Virginia

Boise State

3.6
2.3
3.3

3.1
2.6
3.4

3.9
2.6
3.3

Minnesota

New Hampshire

Texas-Austin

3.9
2.1
3.3

3.1
2.0
3.4

3.8
2.2
3.0

r

North Midland
South Midland
Black

Rural <-1-2-3-•4-5-> Urban
Overall
North Midland
South Midland
Black

North Midland
South Midland
Black

Masculine <-1--2-3-4-5-> Feminine
West Virginia
Overall
North Midland
South Midland
Black

North Midland
South Midland
Black

Boise State

3.1
3.1
3.1

2.8
2.9
3.1

3.2
3.1
3.2

Minnesota

New Hampshire

Texas-Austin

3.1
3.2
3.2

3.3
3.2
2.9

3.0
2.9
3.0
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TABLE 4-2 (Continued)
Rich C-l-2-3-4 -5—> Poor
Overall
North Midland
South Midland
Black

North Midland
South Midland
Black

West Virginia

Boise State

2.7
3.1
3.3

2.7
2.9
3.2

2.6
3.1
3.4

Minnesota

New Hampshire

Texas-Austin

2.5
3.3
3.3

2.7
3.1
3.1

2.9
3.2
3.3

Serious <-1-2-■3-4-5-> Comic
Overall
West Virginia
North Midland
South Midland
Black

North Midland
South Midland
Black

2.3
2.7
3.0

2.5
3.0
3.2

Minnesota

New Hampshire

Texas-Austin

2.1
2.7
2.9

2.4
2.7
3.1

2.2
2.3
2.9

Uneducated <-l-2-3-4-5-> Educated
Overall
West Virginia
North Midland
South Midland
Black

North Midland
South Midland
Black

Boise State
2.7
2.6
2.9

Boise State

4.0
3.3
3.1

4.1
3.8
3.4

Minnesota

New Hampshire

Texas-Austin

3.9
3.1
2.8

3.9
3.2
3.1

4.0
3.3
3.1

3.8
3.3
2.9
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TABLE 4-2 (Continued)
"Good Guy" <-1 -2-3-4-5-> "Bad Guy"
Overall
West Virginia
North Midland
South Midland
Black

North Midland
South Midland
Black

3.8
3.7
3.6

4.1
3.8
3.7

Minnesota

New Hampshire

Texas-Austin

3.5
3.6
3.4

3.8
3.6
3.4

3.7
3.7
3.6

Attractive <-1 -2-3-4-5-> ugly
Overall
West Virginia
North Midland
South Midland
Black

North Midland
South Midland
Black

North Midland
South Midland
Black

3.8
3.8
3.8

Boise State

2.5
2.5
2.7

2.4
2.4
2.6

Minnesota

New Hampshire

Texas-Austin

2.5
2.5
2.7

2.4
2.8
2.8

2.5
2.3
2.5

West Virginia

Boise State

2.2
2.6
2.9

2.0
2.4
2.6

2.2
2.7
2.9

Minnesota

New Hampshire

Texas-Austin

2.3
2.7
3.0

2.4
2.8
2.9

2.1
2.5
2.9

Smart <-1-2-3--4-5—> Dumb
Overall
North Midland
South Midland
Black

Boise State

2.4
2.6
2.9
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TABLE 4-2 (Continued)
North <-l-2-3-4-5-> South
Overall
North Midland
South Midland
Black

North Midland
South Midland
Black

West Virginia

Boise State

2.0
4.0
3.1

2.1
3.5
2.8

1.8
3.5
3.2

Minnesota

New Hampshire

Texas-Austin

1.9
4.2
3.4

2.1
4.6
3.4

2.3
4.1
3.3

West Virginia

Boise State

3.3
3.3
3.4

3.6
3.4
3.4

3.3
3.0
3.6

Minnesota

New Hampshire

Texas-Austin

3.3
3.2
3.3

3.1
3.3
3.4

3.0
3.6
3.5

West Virginia

Boise State

2.6
3.0
2.5

2.0
2.7
2.4

3.5
2.8
2.6

Minnesota

New Hampshire

Texas-Austin

2.7
3.1
2.6

2.3
3.1
2.4

2.7
3.'3
2.7

Weak <-l-2-3-4-5-> Strong
Overall
North Midland
South Midland
Black

North Midland
South Midland
Black

East <-l-2-3-4~5-> West
Overall
North Midland
South Midland
Black

North Midland
South Midland
Black
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APPENDIX 1

Text Read by Speakers for Stimulus Tape

One grey day late in February, I started south in my car
along a desolate road through the pine forest.

Now and

then I heard frogs in the swamps on the peninsula.

Later

geese began honking and fog rolled in from the water.
After three or four miles the road came out onto a barren
sandy stretch.

Here and there was a barnyard, with a

donkey or a few hogs, and orange flowers grew beside the
road.

Suddenly rain was coming down in torrents, and the

roof of the car began to leak.

I hurried to the next town

and found a restaurant where I ordered lunch to wait out
the storm.

By the time I had finished my coffee the rain

had cleared up enough to think about driving on.
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APPENDIX 2

Example Pages from Response Booklet

INSTRUCTIONS
In a few momenta you will hear short samples of speeoh collected
from several people reading the same text. As you listen,
imagine yourself to be a casting director for a movie or
television production oompany. On the next several pages you
will describe the kind of movie or TV oharaoter you would
recommend that eaoh speaker play. Base your judgments primarily
on eaoh speaker's ACCENT — his or her DISTINCTIVE WAT OF
PRONOUNCING WORDS -- rather than on how well he or she reads the
passage. By marking your response to eaoh numbered item on eaoh
page you will seleot a number of role features that will describe
a character you feel is appropriate for eaoh speaker's accent.
Most items consist of 5-point scales provided at either end with
two descriptive terms having opposing meanings. For example, the
UGLY-ATTRACTIVE soale looks like this:
somewhat

very
UGLY

:

somewhat

neutral

very

:______ : _____ :______ ATTRACTIVE

If the oharaoter you have in mind for a particular aooent is VERY
CLOSELY desoribed by one of the two terms, mark the position next
to that term. For instance, you would reoommend that a oharaoter
be VERY ATTRACTIVE in this way:
UGLY

: _____ :______ : _____

:

X

ATTRACTIVE

If your oharaoter is SOMEWHAT desoribed by one of the terms, mark
the position two spaoes away from that term. For example, you
would indicate a SOMEWHAT UGLY character like this:
U GLY

:

X

: _____ : _____ :______ ATTRACTIVE

If your oharaoter is NEUTRAL on the soale, if both terms are
EQUALLY descriptive of the oharaoter, or if they are IRRELEVANT
or UNRELATED to the oharaoter, then mark the middle spaoe:
UG L Y ____ : ______ :

X

: _____ :______ ATTRACTIVE

You may use either pencil or pen. If you want to ohange an
answer or make a correction, either erase or cross out the wrong
ohoioe and oirole the one you want to give.
Eaoh speaker will read for about 30 to 40 seconds and you must
work qulokly to complete eaoh oharaoter desoriptlon. Conoentrate
on the speaker’s aooont, not on the content of the reading.
Begin marking the items while the speaker is reading as soon as
you have formed an impression of his or her aooent. There are na
"right" answers. Don't pause long to think about any item but
give only your IMMEDIATE responses. Move rapidly from one item
to the next until you have completed the page.
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APPENDIX 2 (Continued)

MY CHARACTER TRAIT RECOMMENDATIONS FOR SPEAKER #1:

1. SEX (CHECK ONE):

2. RACE/ETHNICITY (CHECK ONE):

MALE_______________ _____ WHITE
FEMALE_____________ _____ BLACK
HISPANIC
ORIENTAL (ASIAN, PACIFIC)
INDIAN (AMERICAN)

5-POINT ROLE FEATURE SCALES:
(MAKE ONLY ONE CHECK MARK FOR EACH NUMBERED LINE)

very

some
what

somewhat

neutral

WARM

COLD
It.

RURAL

a

_____ URBAN

m

---------

FEMININE

:

---

POOR

---------

:

---------

LIGHT/COMIC

■

---------

:

,

EDUCATED

---------

---------

:

---------

"GOOD OUT"

5.

MASCULINE _____

6.

RICH _____

---------

7.

SERIOUS _____

8.

UNEDUCATED _____

9.

"BAD GUY" _____

10.

ATTRACTIVE _____

11.

SMART _____

12. NORTHERN U.S. _____
13.

W E A K _____

1A.

EASTERN U.S. _____

very

_

---------

_

■■

■

I __ —

j

UGLY

*

DUMB

i

---------

—

■

5

■

___

;

____

SOUTHERN U.S.
_____ STRONG
WESTERN U.S.

WAIT TO TURN THE PAOE UNTIL INSTRUCTED
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APPENDIX 2 (Continued)

RESPONDENT’S DATA

2. SEX (CHECK ONE):

1. RACE/ETHNICITY (CHECK ONE):

MALE
FEMALE

WHITE
BLACK
HISPANIC
ORIENTAL (ASIAN, PACIFIC)
INDIAN (AMERICAN)
4. YEAR IN COLLEGE:

1

3. AGE: ____ YEARS OLD

5+

(CIRCLE ONE)

5. COLLEGE MAJOR: _
6. HOME TOWN: _____
(CITY)

(STATE)

(COUNTRY)

7. HOW LONG HAVE YOU LIVED IN YOUR HOME TOWN? _____ YEARS
8. PLEASE LIST IIP TCI THREE PLACES OTHER THAN YOUR HOME TOWN

WHERE YOU HAVE LIVED FOR MORE THAN ONE YEAR BEFORE ENTERING
COLLEGE, AND GIVE THE APPROXMATE DATES:
(EX.: SEATTLE, WASHINGTON, 1975-77)

9. IS ENGLISH YOUR NATIVE LANGUAGE?

YES

NO

(CIRCLE ONE)

10. FATHER'S OCCUPATION:

11. MOTHER’S OCCUPATION:

12. FATHER'S BIRTHPLACE:

13. MOTHER’S BIRTHPLACE:

11). ANNUAL HOUSEHOLD INCOME OF YOUR FAMILY (CHECK ONE):
UNDER *20,000
*20,000-*30,000
*30,000-*40,000

*40,000-*50,000
*50,000-*60,000
_____ OVER *60,000

15. ON THE AVERAGE, HOW MANY HOURS PER DAY DO YOU SPEND WATCHING
TELEVISION? _____ HOURS
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